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ADVOCATE: Now that you are in office, what do you
the American war effort in~iiI plan to do?
~i~~
Southeast'
Asia, . tra~ing the : :I~1! Bantleon: First of all, we should consider how the students
transformation of. a company ofrlregard
SBA· Based em its past performances, many students i1~1
Hersh. Herper's Magazine, May
1970.
. .
The
story
of
Chari ie green draftees into a -group of ·f~:feel there is little reason to-conslder the Student Bar anything U1
more than a joke. In many cases I don't blame them for feeling
Company, as told. by Seymour. accused murderers.t~
Hersh
sets the My Laii{: that way. The hardest task 'for the new SBA will be to give
Hersh"
is not comfortable
"No one's ever going to find
massacre in the context of the [11itself a long overdue facelifting so that students will have af!
reading. It is a vivid commentary,
out about some things, and after
American effort in Quang Ngai @Iireason to hold the Student Bar in higher regard.
IU:
this war is over, and we've all , on the brutality which pervades
Province. From thebeginning,~1t
Now as to what I'm going to do, I really can't say yet,
he says Quang Ngai was a Viet ~t: have a great deal of self-educating to do between now and thetl
Cong ~ronghold,
and' as such [f: fall semester. I just read the SBA Constitution for the first
was
the
target
of heavy 11:time the other day" most people don't even know it exists. 111
America
n pressure.
The II Judging from the yellow on its pages, I don't think it has been 11
Americans
soon
learned ,Ul referred to by the SBA very, many times. The Constitution andf!
however, that the only way to 11:its by-laws should definitely be updated. Also, I've learned
by Linda Dorian
preference given to third year "sanitize" the region was to cut tl, many things by prowling through the SBA files. I never knew 11
Subject the final approval by students.
the strong ties between the vc it: before that the SBA, in the past anyway, has given an
the faculty and administration
Specific problem areas to be and the civilian population.1im:
"Outstanding Faculty Member" award each year. This is onlyf:
of the National Law Center, a dealt with in the course include
By early 1966 most of the@
one example, of many past practices of the SBA that have~11
new course on the fall calendar
the following:
province had been declared atl
been allowed to die in recent years. I think something like thet1
will deal with problems of
1. Employment: Equal Pay '''free-fire zone." Civilians were 1] Faculty Award should be reinstated.~r
Women and the Law. Two
Act-Title VI of 1964 Civil Rights .beinq indiscriminately
bombedi:i~l
,But. by and .Iarge, I am not in a position. to give ~ou veryfl
months ago, three GW law Act - Union and duty of fair and
shelled
the
attitude~~~~~ much informatlon about what the SBA will be dOing next
students, Nancy Stanley, Cindy representation.
apparently
being that it was
year. That will be decided over this summer.
.i~~:l
Edgar, 'and
Margie Morris,
2. Education: admissions and better to kill ten civilians than to :~~~~~.ADVOCATE: What about some of the hot Issues aroundrl
presented a proposal to the
recruitment
- iinancial .aid·
miss one Viet Congo "Zippo
the law school I.ikegrade reform 'and stu.dent participa~ion?i:1
curriculum
committee
for a hiring of faculty, parietal rules,' Squads" were formed by most :tl
Bantleon: First of all, you are assummg that these Issues areIl
course on Women and the Law. availability of public education
units to destroy homes and huts :1ml
"hot", as you call them. I'm not convinced that they are. I was @11
In their proposal, they noted
for
married
and pregnant
during hamlet sweeps.
very disappointed with the way the student participation itl
that law student interest in women.
The Gis themselves were seen :tl hearings were handled, for example. And l.think the fault lies M
women's
rights has rapidly
3. Property Rights: dowery - by Hersh as ill-equipped to deal iiiii with the students. I would have liked to h~e seen the Green
'increased,
partly because of com m un it y pro per tv
- with the civilian population.
:1t Report adopted by the faculty, but I think, to an extent, :~[~l
more women attending
law Iimitatio~s on business activities "The average GI's ignorance of i~~~I
st.udents'got just what they deserved. I'd like to pick u~ the
school, partly, because of the
and making of contracts.
V i etnamese
customs
was :~~~~l
pieces and work toward passage of the Green Committee :~~~
increasing awareness of women
4. Life Cycle: birth control - .. appalling
and the Army did tI Report sometime next year.
:f~
in the legal profession of the
abortion - ,sterilization - child little to educate them."
:tl
ADVOCATE: That doesn't sound very radical to me. Some it1
discrimination
existing within
care centers Widespread also were the :~t students say you are much more conservative than most :I111
the
profession,
and partly
5. Public Acco~modations:
"deliberate cruelties and implicit I~ "student activ~sts". A~en't you a conservative.?
,
:~:\1
because of the public's growing
access
to
housinq,
hote~s, assumptions
of, superiority."
:~r
Bantleon:
No, I m not. If you are talkmg a~o.ut goa~s, I :1~~~
recognition of the pervasiveness
restaurants
and bars, SOCial Hersh found that there was a
share many' of the goals of the most ardent actiVistS. I JUst t~
of sex discrimination
in our
clubs, ~~me. mortgage market - good deal of contempt for the
que~ion the style of many so called.'~activists". For example,
society. If GW does d~cide to
1964 CIVilRights Act. . .
Vietl)amese on the part of Gis: @I I thln.k some. students. who testified before the Green :t1
offer this course, it will join the
6: Symbols of S~~llIty: mass the terms "gook," "dink," and Jm Co~mltt~e, while appe~rI.ng ?utwardly to be the ~ronge~ ~:t
ranks of six other progressive
medla~mage - domiCile - ch.ange "slope" were widely used.
,believers In student partiCipation,. were actually hurtrng,thelr ~@
law schools offering such a of na.m~ • access to profeSSional
This contempt many times :m cause. Anyone can put on ~ar paint an~ a .he~dband. It s .not :~~~~
course in the fall of 1970 • Vale,
aSSOCiatIons.
manifested
itself in outright :~~~~~,;o
hard to stand up and give a persuasIVe indictment against :~~~~
Georgetown, NYU, Duke, the
Students
interested
in a sadism. American strategy in
,"the im~ersonality of.a legal education at the NLf," the evils
University of Pennsylvania, and" course o~ Wo~en and the Law V ietnam
based primarily on
of American Corporations a~~ Del~ware C:Orporatlon law, the tI
the University of New Mexico.
have
Intervlew~d
seve~al enemy kills, providing something
trem~ndo.us power of the millta'!'-Industnal complex, and so
It will be a two-eredit,
atto~neys
ass~clated
~Ith of an incentive from the top for 1~1?n. I m Sick of th~t sort of rhetoric. There are too many other
research-oriented
course
~ashlngton law firms as ~ssl~le
indiscriminate
killing. ,There I~: Issues that ~re .~lng .neglect~ around the .Law Center. ~or II
scheduled
on Monday
or
mstructors.
After conSidering were contests among various
example, diSCrimination against women In the legal Job ~t;
Tuesday evening. The course will
the students' recommendations,
units for the most kills. "One, :11
. :11
be open to all second and third
the administration and faculty
t~
(See BANTLEON, p. 15)
year students, with the usual
wi II select the instru ctor .
(See MV LAI, p. 15)
1\\:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\:::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::;:::;::::\:::;:;:::l;:;:;::\;::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;:;:;::;:;:;::;:::::l::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::;::::::;;;;::;;:;:::;~:;:;;::;::;d~I
by David R. Schlee
"My
La; 4," by Seymour
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,ABA LowStudent Division
Aids legal Understanding
by Frank Kahn \'
Frank Kahn is a first year
student.
He' was elected
Governor of the Eleventh Circuit
of the Law Students' Division.
George
Washington,
Georgetown, Howard, American
and
Catholic
Universities
Constitute
the
Circuits'
Membership

Prof. Robert Dixon: ..... the political representation problem
is obviously one of the major problems of our times." by Bob Kaye

,

Very few students at George
Washington are aware of the
Law Students' Division of the
American Bar Association. This

is unfortunate.
Membership in
the Division represents one form
of commitment
to the legal
profession.
Only three years old and with
14,000 members, the Division
has 140 law school affiliates. As
such, the potential impact of the'
organization is nationwide. The
internal structure of both the
Division and the Association
lends itself to the accommodation
of the full range of legal
interests.

An Interview with Robert Dixon

't
't'
_
e9Ppor
ionment:
R
e

Following is an Advocate interview by Copy Editor Dave Schlee
. with Professor Robert Dixon.
Professor Dixon received his A.B. and Ph.D. (political science)'
degrees from Syracuse University, and his LL.B. from George
Washington University. He taught political science at Maryland and
Syracuse before joining the law faculty at _George WaShington
University. He was recently awarded the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation Book Award for his book entitled "Democratic
Representation: Reapportionment in Law and Politics. "

StellI a M ess

ADVOCATE: Does this mean that the Court shouldn't have
gotten into the "politicalthicket"
-- that it really wasn't worth the
_effort?
;
"
DIXON: For me these studies do not undercut which were
undermining popular faith in our system and having at least some
impact on political leadership. But these studies might suggest that
it doesn't make sense for the Court now to try, to treat legislative
districting like a process of Immaculate Conception; to require
absolute population
equality as the sole' consideration
in
districting, and to assume this will bring about the Heavenly City: '
ADVOCATE: What standards has the Court developed in this',
field? Has it had any trouble?
DIXON: We could talk for hours about this question, but then
we wouldn't get on to such current questions as racial and political
gerrymandering; the relation, of the "one man-one vote" to the

I ndividual
members
are
represented, at the local level, by
a 'designated
student delegate
and the Student Bar Association
President.
The number of
student constituents
within a,
given
geographical
area
determines
the
regional
organization.
There are over
4,000 law students, within the
District
of
Columbia,
consequently the five D.C. law
schools alone comprise one of
the thirteen
Circuits in the
I United States.
Each of the thirteen Circuits
is headed by an elected Circuit
Governor.
These
thirteen
individuals plus the National
Officers
constitute
the
~~he~~:~~Vi~~~~'. of leadership
The Law Student Division,
, like the ABA itself, has three
basic functions: 1) to provide
individual members with the
opportunity
- to create and
support local groups active in
some areaof legal import. 2) to
'
make ,available
the manifold
,work products' of select ABA
committees active in specialized
fields of' law '(Individual Rights

ADVOCATE: Professor Dixon, you have done a good deal of
work
the area of reapportionment. Would you comment on the
and Responsibilities,
Criminal
importance and impact of the decisions of the Warren Court in this
Law, Natural Resources, plus
area.
Anti-Trust and Patent Law are
PROfESSOR
DIXON: Legislative reapportionment
and
among the more popular of the
~edistriCting -- which I - 'prefer' to identify as the political,'
total
'tw·enty-6rie).'
3) to
representation problem ·-is obviously one of the major problems
community action movement, etc.
, of 'our times: ltqoesto the' heart ofdemocratic theory because it ;.." The -short.answer would be tosav thatthe Court, hasn't had as, articulate the position of the
involves the process by which we shift from the,' direct'
much trouble, as it 'should in devising standards. It hasn't sensed the "D 'iv!'sion'~':ril'eiTlbe'rship
~n
desiqnated
"
,"
,'., ',' f
'. ,. ..' .. ..'. .. ,',
"
I'
f
I" I
.
.
..
.,'
Issues of special
representation a the town" meetinq or the protest march 'to '.,'I.comp exrtvo . po itica . representation, 'Thls'ls·one.of'the.major.'''--,
. '","
". h ',,' .s ,>,
indirect representation through elected delegates.'
themes of my "Democratic Representation" book. As a result, its
Interest to t ~ pro~esslon '. The
Former Chief Justice Earl Warren in a press conference at the
rules are pseudo-standards, about as effective as one-half of a pair
latter
function, IS a.chleved
,.,tlrrfe'of"hisfitst"aftempted
retlre'ment
July 1968 was asked to
of pliers, as Dean Neal of the University of Chicago Law School
thro~9~
the for7,atl?n
of
name ,the most i~portant d:cisions of the .",!,arren Court era,". and- .• ~m.c~.p.~~,:!ly, contrast, ~ desegregati.on; the apparent: ru Ie.couldbe
:~c~t~~:sfi~~11 the a rrcu,t level
he picked' the Reapportionment
Decisions rather than the
stated simply, and the problem was Simply enforcement. Of course,
h
I Y P .ssed upon at
Desegregation. Decisions. He f~l~ that some of our present p~oble~s
.~oyv th~t we have moved fr?m desegregation to a c~nc~pt ~f" ~i:iSi~~~ua HOU~eetmg of the
""'most of whlchare urban Oriented -. could have been avoided, or'
integration the apparent rule IS no longer clear, and this field IS Th
.
~ of Delegates
more speedily resolved, if the population of. state legislative and
becoming as muddled as reapportionment always has been.
.e .~eetl~gh IS schedu!ed to
congressional districts had been equalized sooner. Population
A bit of background may be helpful at this point. As we all
cornet ~ Wit ~he ABA sown
malapportionment
operated to ..
overrepresent
the
know, since 1790 there has been a steady expansion of the right to
thersfc
meeting.
Stu~ents
,"
t
fA"
,
..
there or have the opportunitv to
rural-small town areas, and to underrepresent the more populous
vo e as one aspect 0 . merlca s long romance with equality.
. .
areas.- particularly the suburbs.
Property, race, and sex qualifications
have been abolished
partlc!pate at all levels of the
ADVOCATE: How has reapportionment
worked out in
although to be sure it was not until the Voting Rights Act of.196!i.
A~A Itself. "
practice? Was Chief Justice Warren correct?
that the long-standing problem of Negro nonvoting in the South
Th.ere are, of cou~se, other
PROF. DIXON: Here the story is very complicated, particularly
was effectively attacked.
The right to vote also logically,' benefits. of, mem~ershlp. These
when we bring in the additional question of adequacy of
encompasses majority rule. Extending the franchise has little, a~e r~;dIIY ascertamable throug~
representation of the minority political party voters, or ethnic
meaning unless all who vot~ in a given constituency count equally.
t e.
tudent. Lawyer Journal~
group voters, instead of focussing merely on the question of
Hence, the Court in 1963 abolished Georgia's county unit system
whl~h. constitutes
the .. ~m
population equality among districts. Certainly, there has been a
for nominating statewide officers, because such a system distorts
~ubh~ty a~m
th.e D:~lslon.
major transfer of legislative seats in the past half dozen years,
the popular vote cast for a single office.
e~ e~shlp
drives
are
affecting all bodies in the Nation except the United States Senate.
(See DIXON 13)
or~lnar~ly
held around
fall
The major transfer however has been not from the conservative
'
registration.
rural-small town areas to the liberal large cities, but to the
politically-mixed
suburbs where most population growth is
occurring. Hence, although there have been some policy changes in
terms of "progressive legislation," there has not been a
revolutionary swing from the right to the left which many persons
expected, or hoped for, from reapportionment.
One very encouraging result in some states is the increase in
pol itical
party
vigor and competiveness
flowing from
reapportionment which undercut the "old guard:' and opened up
many new seats in the politically competitive suburbs. Whether or
not VIle like the resulting policies, the legislative output will be
more current than it used to be. And elections may tend to be
more issue-<>riented because of the increased flexibility and balance
in our political system. Anything dhich makes politics livelier is a
good thing.
ADVOCATE: Has anyone made any detailed empirical studies?
DIXON: Not many, because they are so hard to make. Those
that have been made suggest that a state's level of wealth: industrial
development, education, etc. has a far greater impal.:t than does
maJapportionment
or reapportionment
on that state's
"progressiveness" regarding welfare policy, urban policy, and the
like. Remember, some of the worst apportioned states were the
most "progressive" for many decades -- California being a prime
example. In the South we do find some apparent correlations
between malapportionment and stagnant government, even though
the South has other problems too. A few years ago when I
addressed a conference of Southern journalists they weren't happy
to hear me say that the South was the true home of
The old Harlan Brewer House will be replaced by a new PEPCO office building. When PEPCO pays
malapportionment in the invidious sense, but I think they realized
its rent to GW and when their profits come from a business of destroying the environment, what will
it was substantially true.
be GW's "position" on the environment?
by Tom Blair
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- Pride: Community Control

Help

for an Underdeveloped Country

Q. How many people do you employ in all these
enterprises?
.
.
A. There are around 60 in the profit-making side.
You will understand that in America the average Black
business employs three people and has a gross income
Advocate: What do you hope to achieve politically'
with this group that you are involved with?
of around $30,000 a year. So when you compare that
to 60 employees, you will discover that we are among
Barry: In. the Pilot District Project we desire some
the top 5% in the country in terms of gross income and
degree of control over the pol ice who are out of
people employed.
control. Police are like mad-dogs, out of control.
All this is done at present without any government
Advocate: Would you be satisfied to see more Black
money; all of our operations are self- supporting. We
police in this area?
have a lot of problems, but basically like any other'
Barry: It is a repressive attitude. The Black cops are
business we are struggling, robbing Peter to pay Paul
worse than white cops. We need a new understanding
but we meet the payroll every two weeks. It is a
as to what it means to be a policeman. Why are they in
struggle to do that.
our community? What are they here for? They act as if
Q. What do you see is the future of Pride?
they are an alien occupying army. Citizens having a
A.Our goal is to get off this Federal dole. We are
voice in how the cops do their thing is important. It
not interested in being supported by the Federal
used to be that way a long time ago, but now the cops
Government
all our lives. We want to have
are the only armed vigilante force in the country. They
self-supporting businesses where we can employ in our
are the only group that have arms legitimately outside
diversified businesses about 300 people with a gross
of the military-and they use them too.
income of 10-15 million dollars a year; that way we
Q. You are really trying for control over your own
will not have to worry about what we say and who we
community?
say it to, but we recognize another thing too; that this
A. You have got to have that, Everybody else
is not the, panacea-we could have 1,000 Prides and this
M'
B
by Ron Rabens
controls their community. Why can't we control ours?
arion arry
is not going to solve the problem. The problem is too
I want to have something to say about my own
Q. What kinds of businesses have you gone into?
great- and ultimately society can destroy Blacks and we
destiny. I don't want to be a slave to someone else. The
A. There are two corporations. One is a non-profit
don't think that they are above doing that- so this is community would consist of the people living there. In
corporation _ Youth Pride, Incorporated _ which is
just an effort to make it possible for Black people to
some instances it is both white and black; sometimes
community-service-oriented
in job training, attitude
survive a little bit better.
only white or only black. In Washington in the area
development. Our business corporation is Youth Pride
The future is good in the sense of expanding, but if
around 15th arid un is black because the white people
Econom ic Enterprises
which is' technically
a
we get too powerful there are going to be forces in the
have all lett. ,I.am
speaking however, primarily of
profit-making corporation but structurally we intend
society that are going to want to crush us because we
blacks because we are the ones left out.
to get into what is called the Second Income Trust Plan
are then talking about real economic power.
Q., Congressman Broyhill has made a suggestion to
as advocated by Louis Kelso- that is a way in which the
As long as Blacks are praying and singing "We Shall
consolidate the police forces in the district. What do
employees of the business can become owners of the
Overcome" and integrating schools and lunch counters
you think of that?'
business.
and integrating all the things that you can integrate;
A. Bullshit. It is to keep the police repressing us.
If I work. for Pride that means that J .have a~ol;Jntry.clu~s.and
all t~a~- they don't w,orry about it
Q. Wl'lat about Home Rule-for the District? .r: .: .
• proportionate
share ohhebusiness
so' when I wotk I
too much. But when' you start talking 'about cutting
A. I am for home-rule 100% but this will not help
am not working for someone else but for myself in
into someone's money that is when you start running
,p,f9bl,ems. ,qt~e~~ities" have horne- .rule .and-it , terms 'of' profits, SQ' we 'are: 'involved in three-service'.
,in,to, p.~o~l~ms,~ecayse this; is.a·.~pi,talistic.sof:iety and
:~oes,,!:t. ~elp. °l!'~o~ld.give us more of a handle so if we " • stations at 14th, and, EUclid, one in the Southwest, and..
Y()\l.c ha~~ to _h~ve ":,aney.'.n. which. ,to~p~r.a~e and we
:"lJle~};P A .w'j111·~·e~Oyr,
OWIl')thingl·We:are payin!J"'the" j':Georgia;'and: New ( HafnpshiTe:l:Wealso' are~invoived·-jn·,,' are ta~m9.tbe.JTI0ney away from, what they can make.
. taxes so 'Jve should be spending .the money. We could
landscaping and gardening; We have people who will do
In fact, it is ,a contradiction, for people in this
do':.'a I.ot more because we could be flexible with our'
anything that your lawn needs done to it from A to Z.
country say,''Why don't you pull yourself up by your
.!i~!n~~ey..•A.~d>N.e,c?u~d,be more careful in determining
'. 'We 'have p'ainting' 'ana rriaintenance, 'a real estafe'~' o~n boo~st~aps,"'. then -vou ge out 'and help -voursetf
what our priorities are. If I~Had··tq~makl!"a-choice,,. "'~.. 'iji\iision"tHat
]'ust-ge'ttii1!1started 'in 'that will buy .. '. {sInce JI1I$ !S,_ba,slccdly.a self-help program], and then "
would co.ncentrate on economic development.
apartment buildings and property.
(See BARRY, p. 14) .'.
Q.What.isthepurposeof:Prjde?"~;··"
,,> .'~>'~"'.\J'.',.. ,.. '.
J.'..
.'
,'e"
'> ".,
_ ..
.. ,
Following is an Advocate interview by second-year
student Ronald Rabens with Marion Barry, Executive
Director of Operation Pride, Inc.

-:.,p~r.

we 'are

<'.'

tha~~~:~~~~I~y~g~:r:~:~~e~~~~~un:~e~~Sn~i:~~;:~~~
a multitude

of problems that 'we have. One of ·our

.~~~~est~;ob~~~;~~,~.,";~,::':~~:t.,n1n,~p;:,~;n.~:
development, _ the Black Commumty' IS like an
underdeveloped cQuntry, econbmically, which means
tliat-yo~ look at .th~ '!mountof money thalwe'eam,
'over';35 billion dollars, you' discover very quickly that,
90%' of that: g~es ,outsi.de our community, 'interms of
the Clothes yo~ buy, that goes outside; the food you
buy, the profits go outside. '
You pay rent to somebody in Maryland or
Virginia-our community is like an underdeveloped
country
and
naturally
when you have an
underdeveloped
country, you are going to have
instability, explosions, and all other kinds of problems.
That is the first problem that you have got. Then you
have another problem within that problem in the fact
that for young dudes who have to live in the inner city
there is nothing for them.
In Washington, the drop-out rate is 63%, which
means that over half the people that start school end
up being kicked out, pushed out, forced out, or left
out of school so for them there is no hope. Then you
discover that among that same group that most of
them have jail records. So Pride is trying to do two
things: one, increase economic development in the
Black Community (not just the Mama-and-Papa store
operation) so there is major money coming in staying
in our community; and two, provide a program using
the energy and skill of those Dudes who have got it 'out
there. Nobody is going· to help them they are the
bottom of the barrel according to society; they are the
untouchables. So that is what Pride looks at and,that's
where we move· economic developm~ntand programs
involving Black youths with a clear understanding that
it takes expertise and skills from peOple in the Black
Community who are not in that category.
These are guys who have some expertise and who
have some skills IIIot1ether through college or on the job
kind of experiences and you put these two together
and you have a wonderful situation, I think, where you
got those who potentially are the haves working very
closely with those who don't have making all .of us
have more so that is basically what Pride is.
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ThepfinCipal'objective
of this proposed legislation,
sponsOred jointly 'byeight
members of the House
Committee on the District of Columbia. is to combine
all the different police forces in the nation's capital,
with the exception of the White House police, under a
single Police Commissioner, appointed by the Speaker
of the House and the President pro tem of the Sentate,
and directly responsible to the Congress rather than to
the District of Columbia government.
At present, these four police forces operate under
four different administrative
authorities,
and this
proposed coordination under a single administrative
head would obviously create a superior service from
many standpoints, such as the recruitment and training
of personnel and the total mobilization of all the forces
in time of emergency. Under the terms of this bill,
however, the separate police forces would remain
autonomous in their normal operations, and their
personnel would be protected from transfer without
their consent.
This proposed organizational
structure for the
police forces in the District of Columbia is patterned in
large part on nearly a century and a half of outstanding
success experienced by a distinguished police force in
another world capitol. Since Sir Robert Peel created
the Metropolitan Police District of London in 1829,
the police force known throughout
the world as
Scotland Yard has functioned brilliantly under a.
CommiSsioner of Police who is directly responsible to
the Parliament's Office of Home Security, and not to
the municipal government of London.
Great Britain has some 148 regular police forces, all
of which are controlled by local authority with the sole
exception of Scotland Yard, the force responsible for
maintaining law and order in its capital city. Also,
contrary to popular belief, Scotland Yard has no
official jurisdication
outside of Greater London,
although
its Central Investigative Division does
cooperate with and assist police forces in other parts of
the United Kingdom throughout the world.

::1
:1)::1

It is certainly fair to say that under this unique
administrative
framework,
Scotland
Yard has
functioned with a record of efficiency which is the
envy of police departments the world over, and people
who have visited in London in recent years can attest
to the safety of the streets in that city, and to the good
relations that exist between Londoners and their
police.
This bill would' in no way create a national police
force, or a secret police establishment which would
thwart the legitimate complaints and interests of the
citizens of the District of Columb·ia. Rather, it would
authorize a police organization capable of attaining the
status and prestige of the Metropolitan Police of
London, here in our nation's capital.
(See BROYHILL, p. 14)

Rep. Joel T. Broyhill (R·Va.)
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Serving The Power Elite,'
Student Input Stagnates
by Robert J. Zweben
'invisible' of the policy making
David Bantleon in a pre-election
bodies at G.W. (as well as at all
campaiqn article listed numerous
schoo Is), is the Board of
accomplishments
that G.W.
Trustees. Mr. E.K. Morris, the
made toward the betterment of
Chairman of the Board, put it
legal education, presumably to
succinctly when he stated in an
promote or sustain democratic
interview that
"in the last
institutions. While it is true that
analysis the Board has the power
G.W. might have improved its
to do anything." The exercise of
stature as a law school in the
this power can be in many
past few years, David failed to
forms. To date they have not
list policies and programs which
appeared to overtly interfere
are comprehensive enough to
with the law school community.
by Tom Blair
train lawyers to be able to deal
But, on the other hand they
Is this man in a therapeutic or clinical course?
with
the
vo latile political
really have not done much to
atmosphere
today,
and to
create
a forward
looking
represent
the majority
of
educational system. One reason
Americans who simply do not
may well be that a new emphasis
have the mo.ney or the political
in legal education would work
Robert Zweban
backing to bring about change.
hardship on the Board members,
Such is the case because law the fuss is about because Mr. who have all achieved economic
by Jack Smith, M.D.
schools today serve the interests Charlie "treats us real good.
success through the very legal
Within the American political system on both the left and the
of a class of Americans who have
A student might ask how the system
that
needs to be
right, are elements whose personality structures and defects
succeeded under the present basic structure of legal education
reworked and re-evaluated. The
demand that they achieve positions of importance. These are the
individuals who must rule and to whom I would attach the term,
legal system. C. Wright Mills will be changed. Given the G. W . Boa r d me m be r s'
executopath.
called this' class the power elite. present inability of our faculty backgrounds resemble those of
Many refer to them as the and administration
to discuss the .Harvard board or a Board of
I define the executopath
as one whose own feelings of
corporate power structure. This this topic intelligently with the Regents at a state institution.
inadequacy true inadequacies have led to a pattern of activity
power structure has nurtured a students, I imagine students will They bring together a variety of revolving about ,rigidity
of doctrines,
obsessive-compulsive
symbiotic relationship with the soon have to force change by occupations and interests with
adherence to patterns of political action and, of extreme
American Law school. As a whatever methods are needed to some common features. Each is importance, a compelling need to be placed in the inviolable
positions of leadership.'. "
,.
", ;'.(,'
consequence, law schools have counteract
the artifice of from the privileged class and for
disregarded
most
of the bureaucratic intransigence.
the most part middle-aged. Over
One could hardly construct' a better system tor.producinq these
problems of the non-privileged
A short
glance at the 12 are bankers; 6 directors of
individuals than the American political svsternrOur system selects
classes and have overlooked the make-up of the faculty will insurance
companies;
6 on
initially individuals who are' wil,ling'to sacrifice personal flexibility
abuses perpetrated
on' these answer why Students cannot rely boards of utility companies; and
il) order to proseletyze for pre-programmed' political doctrines.
peoples by the "power elite."
on the faculty to deal with the 4 are connected
with the
Most psychiatrists agree that one of the. features of an adequate
Furthermore,
without legal difficult problems. The G.W. government or the Pentagon.
personality is its ability to meet a variety of situations by invoking
education in its present form the faculty is integrated; At, last There are no members from a variable and viable patterns of reaction.
upper-strata of society would be count there,: was one black class of, people that could be
Just as a single individual.cannot
meet. every threatening
forced to share its wealth and professor. The background of considered other than privileged.
situation with rage or, conversely, sorrow. it is patently obvious
comforts with middle and low the rest is typically white and at A more enlightened approach
that meeting every political upheaval with a single doctrinal pattern.
income peoples; 'At' G.W. those 'least of middie~ class status.
(and' ::<femocraticl "'~ight : find
is equally pathological. And yet,,'this 'is'indeed -the: patterrrofwho' control the education-the . Before teachinqr..most
of the stud~~tS;;'lX)lJllTlunitY:rne/1lbers, 'pol iricarleaders; To' do- 'otherwise wou ld- be" to-risk-the-brand of;
- -c
'
., .....
.;..
,~,:;
Board of 'Trustees and their
faculty practiced law. More than middie a~d'pcior daSs'wh~ites; '''ihcbn'sistency.''·
agents (deans and faculty)--have
not they practiced with the and many more blacks (not only
Moreover, our sysem couples' doctrinal obstinacy with covert
only made token improvements. Ja,!ger
law fFr:rs.
These
SUl:C~sslul..,,,,\I\Ietl,to·Oo~.N!lgrpes) political. compromise: The practical-side of politics demands that
'Re'alchanges--like
true
professors
are
not
only
on the board.
.
poJitical..aspirants,deveIQp,the.·abilty, to moald their own concepts'
dntegratiou-jor
eourses: dealing acclimated'
.to ~tM' .pr:esentf, ••:, To·reiterate.-tl1ese-Wlen
and ofrnoralitv around those of established leadership. Thus, we find
with some of the existing structure of legal education but women on the Board have yet to the ludicrous picture of the .political .'.'white knight':' reliqiouslv .
inequities in-the lega,l--systero:;:ar~ they successfully. perpetuate the .dernonstrate an eagerness for adhering to an outwardly moral political position while involved in
far from being actualized.
. cyclical process.
co nstructive
social change, all manner of personal and economic compromise. The schizoid
In the last year, for instance,
As the problems of today
equitable
taxes,
or more nature of this untenable position between philosophies of seeming
the curriculum has grown to occur yvith in the wor/dof I.a":,,, gov~rllance. over t!le·corporate
morality and the sordid nature of the pragmatic political world is
include·clinicaL courses. On .the most of these faculty members world. "And even if we assume certainly pathological.
'
whole these courses are good are ill-prepared to teach. They that (the Board Members) act
Our political system, however, has the answer to .the aspirant's
starting
points
for
a excell at teaching existing law, benevolently toward ...the Iarqer dilemma. The answer is, success. Upon- achieving a.position-of
reorientation of legal education.
but utterly fail to teach the most community,' their actions still political power. the now.established leader can surround .hirnself
But insofar as these courses are important aspect-the process of would not be the result of social with individuals of -his own 'political leanings and" thereby avoid
usually not the tax courses, change. We do not need teachers
control
through'
a for-mal hearing any information which might tend toplace his doctrines in
cor p 0 rat ion
co u r s e s, to point out obvious inequities' democratic structure and group doubt. One wonders if the majority of 'executive advisors are not
administrative law courses, or in the system; we do need men participation,
which are the indeed political mirrors casting back ',0 the leadership enhanced
anti-trust courses legal education
who are able to grapple with the essentials for democracy. They representatives of pre-existing dogma.
fails to provide students with an problem
of solving
the
would be an arbitrary noblesse
In addition, options are limited by increasing rigidity, and
analytical framework through
deficiencies in the law. In 1890 oblige by the economic elite."
stereotyped activity becomes' a comfortable reaction pattern.
which they may learn to change Columbia law school secured the
(Gabriel Kolko," "Wealth and
Finally, the God-like quality of the powerful political leader begins
law or alter policy. Case method
adoption of the case method by Power in America," p. 69.)
to cloud the underlying inadequacies, compromises and personality
courses, which concentrate on firing half of the faculty. No less
Legal education is run by arid disturbances, and we have at last a full blown executopath.
the
rule eliciting approach,
drastic measures are needed
is designed
to
serve
a
I would ask the reader to compare the above, admittedly biased,
prevent students from utilizing today.
particularized
.seqrrrent
of sketch with this quote from the "Manual of Mental Disorders" of
expertise
and energy in a
The
administration
also society. Although G.w,U. is a the American Psychiatric Association (1963):
constructive
manner.
Instead consists
of a representative
tax-exempt corporation, school
most
students
spend ·the grouping' of people. We have officials and interested parties Personelitv Trait Disturbance (Compulsive personality). Such
majority of their school time three deans, four if you count
have often said that a private individuals are characterized by chronic. excessive or obsessive
being bored by the professor, the graduate dean. All are male, university
has
less of a concern with adherence to standards of conscience or of
finding ways to maintain a high a II are
middle-aged
and
responsibility
to the general conformity.
They may be overinhibited, overconscientious, and
grade point so that they can join middle-class, and all are white.
community than a state funded
may have 'an inordinate capacity for work. Typically, they are rigid
that prestigious law firm, and Dean Kramer has shied so far school.
and lack a normal capacity for relaxation. While their chronic
generally prostitution themselves away from asserting power that
This reasoning is specious and tension may lead to a neurotic illness, this is not an inevitable
to the system. Jerry Farber ;( is quite-difficult to ascertain
deceptive.
Since the school consequence.
described some of the process in just who controls the balance of operates on a tax free basis, it
This definition of the American Psychiatric Association seems to
his paper the "Student Nigger." power in the law school. It may has already admitted that the
As so black slaves, students
be thafthe Deans have our best school theoretically functions to fit our stereotyped individual quite well. The application of the
vary in theirawarenessofwhat'$
interests in mind. Unfortunately,
benefit
the community.
A pattern should not be limited to our established leaders in local,
going on. Some recognize their their best acts fall in the school which is run by, and for state and federal government, but should be expanded to include
own put-on for what it is end- categories of smoothing over the
most
part serves the some corporation executives, religious leaders, and even the activist
even let their rebellion break differences of opinion, keeping
privileged class, has not fulfilled leaders of the left and right.
through to the surface now and things cool, and not falling too
its responsibility to the public.
In the end, it is the system that is responsible and that will
then. Others-inctudinq most of far behind the more forward
The Law School has passively eventually suffer. How long will it be before the signs of fatigue
the "good students't-heve been institutions. G.W. does not need allowed education
to benefit
begin to show and personality flaws become personality voids? We
more deeply brainwashed They Deans who spend most of their
certain parts of society. This may indeed be committing national, emotional suicide with an
swallow the bullshit with greedy time avoiding the difficult issues co r p 0 rat e,
in st i tutional
infectious pattern of spread running rampant through our
mouths. They believe in grades, and acting as arbitrators. Active,
favoritism is not uncommon. It leadership on all levels.
in busy work They swallow like assertive leaders are desperately
is American class descrimination
The executopath is a frightening and powerful beast. He is
those old grey-headed house needed.
in its most odious form-ode hardly insular, and his effect is felt by us all. The question is,
niggers... who don't see what all
The last, and by far the most
facto.
therefore, does his suicide mean our own?

Success as Sublimation:
Examining Executopaths
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Richard J. Barbers The American Corporation'

Our 'Oliqopolous' Economy
by Ralph A. Wolff
.. comes from _goods produced
'The American Corporation," outside of the United States.
by Richard J. Barber fE.P. Many "U.S." companies earn
Dutton & Co. 1970).
more from their foreign sales
The
American
business
than they do at home. With
community, since World War II, facilities
around
the. world,
has literally been torn apart and em p loy ees
of
several
reassembled
in a radically nationalities,
stockholders
in
different form -- through both significant numbers in many
its own activities and outside
countries,
and
subsidiaries
forces. This has been a silent incorporated in several nations,
revolutionary
process, largely it makes no more sense to think
overshadowed by the staggering of some
corporations"
as
overall growth of the economy.
"American"
than -to attach
Public attention
has focused significance to a company's state
more on the large contours of of incorporation. One result of
economic growth than on the this
is that
the principal,
less immediate changes in the manufacturing industries of the
business sector. Yet it must be world are showing the same
recognized
that
America
trend toward concentration 'as
continues to be dominated by are industries in the United
business, and that changes in the States.
corporate structure deeply affect
the political as well as the
Expansion of the 'nature of
economicordet.
business operations and their'
Richard J. Barber, in "The geographic
boundaries
has
American Corporation," studies created
new constituencies.
these new business realities, So cia I, eco nom i c , and
coherently examining both the
technological changes have been
natureand
scope of .the- accommodated
by new working
development of new business arrangements with science and
patterns. Myths of the past, such the ..' university. Scientific and
as the concept. .of the free . technological developments have
enterprisesystern.inecessarllv
ere presented
'nearly
limitless
discarded as hindrances vto our opportunities
for. business
perceptions
of American
growth. Business has become the
business. Barber supplies us with. primary
i n s t r.u m ent
of
a multitude of statistics, not technological
change
many of .which. are, new"but
performing most of the research
when taken together provide a and
putting
to
use
the
broad
picture .. of .. corporate
.discoveriesof science.
wealth ...-and v.power . that has .
,.,.:
heretofore been.unreported.i i.e, >',' Billions, of dollars.Infederal
From these, certain basic research contracts have forged
pat t ern s 0 f cor p 0 rat e three-way partnership. between
.developrnent can be discerned.
government,American
industry,
American "business has become: .and higher .education •.Non-profit
bigger, yet different from ever organizations, created to further
before •. Corporate goliaths an~ "scientific
and 'educational

a

in the face of recent corporate
mergers has diminished rather
than
increased.
Government
regulation
has become more
informal and haphazard.
I ndeed,
the
distinction
between "public" and "private"
has lost its validity. Privately
owned corporations are actively
involved in functions
which
'historically have been regarded
as "public," further cementing
Dean Kirkpatrick: Opposed to the idea of having the entire
the
government-business
third year consist of 'clinical'law courses.
by Kent Newton
partnership.
Barber's characterization
of
Interviewing l:?ean Kirkpatrick
these
developments
is that
industry today is an oligopoly -no one firm is dominant;
instead, power is shared by a
handful of large sellers. For
example,
automobile
NOTE:
The fol/owing
two full years without summer
manufacturing is controlled by interview
between
Dean vacations would give students
the Big Three, electric bulbs by Kirkpatrick and ADVOCATE adequate exposure to the law.
G.E. and Westinghouse, and steel
Editor Charles Dunn was NOT While summer vacations are
by U.S. Steel, Bethlehem, and
tape-recorded.
The' Dean's traditionally
associated
with
Republic.
In an oligopolistic
answersare paraphrased:only a high school and college, I think
market, Barber writes, prices and
few sentencesare actual quotes. the vacations provide a necessary
profits typically are higher than
ADVOCATE: Do you think time for students to digest the
they would be with lower levels three years of Law School is law,
to
re-freshen
the
'of
concentration.
Price
necessary to produce a qualified imagination and creative spirit,
competition
is severely
lawyer?
and to return to school with
(See CORPORATIONS,. 13)
K I R KPATRICK:
Probably' broader perspectives and greater
::'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
vigor.
ADVOCATE: Do you think
84 credits are necessary?
' KIRKPATRICK:
That
depends
on. the
student.
Somewhere
between
80-90
credit
hours. are' necessary
because this law school is trying
to teach, students to become
lawvers, not simply. to pass bar
exams.i.This means ,we try .to
offer a varied and elective
curriculum to stimulate students
to "think ,like a lawyer" • to
formulate
independently' legal
tt"Clincal'
law innovators, student Bob Kaye and P.rof:John;·:t
'rh'e or les.' as opposed.v.ro
I~~
Cibinic.
byTomBJair
t~~
memorizing a series of legal

After the Bar Exam ...

~A~4~~~~~
[~~:~I~:~A;lj
·I·~~~:::~~:~~~:~~~:v
I§~~~

larger than Russia's, and a worth
nearly equal to the combined·
assessed valuvation of Chicago
and Los Angeles. Some 175·
o the r man u fa c t uri n 9 ,
mer c han dis i n g , and
transportation
companies now
have annual sales of at least a
billion dollars.
This concentration of wealth
and power, however, is being
narrowed
constantly.
as
corporate mergers continue at
record levels. More than thirty
of the' 500 largest U.S. industrial
corporations
in 1968 have
disappeared in 1969 by merger.
In that year alone more- than
2300 firms, with assets of more
than $12 billion, were acquired
through merger.
This pattern of corporate
consolidation
has'/ had great
impact on industry. In textiles,'
petroleum, and dairy products a
few
aggressive
firms have
acquired dozens of previously
independent
corporations,
pulling them together into large,
completely integrated corporate
giants. Other firms, such as LTV,
Singer, and ITT, have diversified
into several areas at once.
In addition
to industrial
diversification
American
corporations
'have
diffused
geographically. U.S. companies
now sell more than $200 billion
abroad, but five-sixths of this

scientist,
and
management
specialist
has
increased.
Long-term planning has become
the
norm
in corporate
operations, for as much time is
spent predicting the future as
running
immediate' business
affairs.
The face of corporate control
has also changed in this period.
The development and expansion
of financial institutions--suchas
pension funds, bank managed
trusts, and mutual funds -- has
altered the patterns of control of
the
c o u n t r v vs largest
corporations.
The 49 largest
banks have acquired -trustee
ownership of enough common
stock
to
provide
effective
control of almost 150 of the 500
largest
U.S.
industrial
corporations. To solidify further
their hold on American business,
these 49 banks have placed their
representatives on the boards of
directors of 300 of the nation's
500 largest companies.
Clearly,theworldofbusiness
has changed, and new policies
and reactions are required to

cope with these challenges. The
role of the government as the
regulator of busineSs has also
changed. Government has been
forced to insure the expansion
and
stabilization
,of
the
economy, fostering a partnership
between

the, government

business. Antitrust

and

enforcement

::t third-year student Robert Kaye and Professor John Cibinic :r: to class and/or simply memorize
:t: proposed a new course entitled Clinical Legal Education, to be :t: a "Gilbert's"to pass, wouldn't it
:r: offered in the third year.
r:: be more worthwhile
for
::t . The course, which could be taken for a maximum of ten it everyone to allow the students
to: credits, would allow students great freedom in designing :f~ to participate in a work-study or
t:: clinical legal research or projects.
::t apprenticeship program?
:ri
A starting point for much of the course would no doubt be ~1 KIRKPATRICK: I am deeply

r~

::1 the various programs offered by Legal Aid. At present a
bothered by non-attendance of
mm maximum of four credits may be taken in Legal Aid programs.
:!1 class, although I don't favor
mJ The proposed curriculum change would expand this to ten. In
required attendance.
I don't
::1 addition, expanded credit would be made available for other mm know what causes boredom and
outside activities, such as Van Vleck, LSCRRC and The
non-attendance. I suppose a lot
::~~~:
Advocate, and students would be able to design their own :~f depends on the course material
t:: projects for possible credit.
!iI and the professor. For instance,
I@
A Supervisory Committee would be set up to review
I just don't know how a
:1~projectproposals"todeterminewhethertheyareappropriate
mm professor would make T & E
~:ffor the Law Center." In addition a faculty member would be
interesting.
it: selected as full-time Supervisor of Clinical Programs. His dutyf::
However, Ido
think most
::t would be to insure a sufficient number of projects to meet mm students attend classes and the
if~student .demand, maintaining liaison with various private mm majority are not bored.
i:t attorneys, government agencies and corporations.
I::
ADVOCATE: Do you favor
::1
Each project would be assigned one or two faculty
clinical
law courses
or
:t~ supervisors, who would determine at or before registration
work-study programs?
whether or not the particular ~udent is qualified for the
KIRKPATRICK: No. I am
!H program and how many credit hours \,viII be awarded for his
opposed to them because the
f:~work. This supervisor' would act as a consultant for the
supervision
available to the
]: project and would be required to meet with the members of :1 students in these programs is
:m:: the project at least three times a semester to discuss problems :t: inadequate.
For example, the
~:1or questions of law which might arise.
Students-In-Court
program
Ii!
In proposing the new course, Kaye and Cibinic cited the !:.::~.!~.: couldn't work without the two
.
full time attorney
supervisors
intellectual stagnation of the thirci year, which is marked by:n
"boredom and dis!:atisfaction:' They also noted the need for ~f because it would be unfair to the
it: law students with clinical experience, and cited such eminent if! indigent clients ot the students.
authorities as Chief Justice Warren Burger on the necessity of
In your first job after law
:1j such training.
i:1 school you will probably be
It is not clear at this point whether the proposal will be mm more of a law clerk doing what
~.1.:: accepted by the faculty, but in light of the current trend
i:::~ mostclinicallawcourseshopeto
,
... accomplish
among law schools towarQ clinical education it would be 1:
., Then adequate
:1: surprising indeed if it were not adopted in some form.
::1 supervision is available; the ratio

it:

t:

~:r

:t:

t:~

f::

r::
::t
I::
::t

~t:

f::

t::

~t:

t::

:f:

:r:

f::

1!::::;:~:::::;;~:::::::;:;::;:::::::;:::::::::::;:;::~:::::~;:::;:::::::::~::;W:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~:;:§;::::~::::::::::~m:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::J!!!

(See DEAN, p. 12)
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Editorial

The Goals Remain

With the election of Dave Bantleon and Jim Coleman as Student
by J. Krugman
Bar Association leaders, next year's students are off to a good start
Advocate Staff Writer
and its implementation into the
in providing a vehicle for improvement in the quality of education
The SBA elections are over
process of, government, it will
at the Law Center. It will be up to the SBA, faculty, and students
for
another
year and the
get it in the form of a
to work with Bantleon and Coleman to insure that the emphasis in administration of the law school
demonstration
which
will
reform efforts will be toward offering students the best legal can breathe easy again.' The
disrupt if not end the process of
education possible in three years.
students
in their knowing
legal education.
, Bantleon and Coleman must be given time to acquaint
wisdom have voted into office a
We are not slx-vear-olds, We
themselves with the SBA and Law Center machinery and then to
President
who represents
a
have some idea of what we need,
organize the service-oriented functions of SBA. Only then will they
return to the academic tradition
a better idea of what we want,
be free to discuss proposals for law school reform and debate
of in loco parentis for the
and the knowledge of who we
controversial issues which will embroil faculty, administration, and
academic life of the institution.
are. This gives us the right to
students.
They have once again displayed
have some voice in what we do.
To be effective in educational reform efforts, SBA must show
their lack of courage, their lack
It is not something that is given,
that it can work cooperatively in its internal affairs and must
of intelligence, and their refusal
J. Krugman
you don"t ask the master of 'a
demonstrate
a greater capacity to work with faculty and
to take their place as the masters
radicals.
George Washington slave for power, the slave must
administration. Both faculty and SBA failed in this respect this
of their own fate. If one reads does not know it is taking them, take it. Condescension is not the
year, and the result was defeat of the valuable Green Committee
through the rhetoric of the past they do not list SDS or YSA on faculty's prerogative. We are all
Recommendations for Student Participation. Observers noted at
campaign, it is all too clear that
the
application
as an theoretically
members of the
the time that students came to the hearings with poorly developed
the SBA offers more of the same "extra-curricular" activity. Next same profession.
We should
proposals and unconstructive tactics. Key students mocked the
immaturities
for the coming
year there will be more of us, respect the faculty's experience
Green proposals when they were announced, then complained
year.
they are more radical than we and opinions. They must respect
when the faculty defeated them. The faculty (outside the Green
The faculty can be secure in are and they will not go to ours.
Committee
members) demonstrated
their unwillingness to
the knowledge
that student
hearings, they will not submit to
Is it possible that a man who
cooperate sincerely with students; their meeting was held at an
participation
will
remain
arbitration.
They come with is haunted by the memory of his'
inconvenient time when key pro-Student Participation professors
deadlocked
in the. Green
non-negotlable demands.
past can 'deal successfully with
were absent, and discussion was perfunctory. Significantly, a large Committee. The faculty power
Students
from the better the events of the present and
portion of those faculty members voting against student ,over the students' lives will go universities have experienced the future when he makes those
participation were those who have had little contact with students
unfettered for yet another two
student power movement since decisions
on the basis of
and student opinion. Clearly, these faculty members must be the
semesters, yet there is something
the beginnings of their collegiate un i nf 0 rjne d., -ern o t.ro ri a I
target of reasoned argument by next year's SBA spokesmen.
more, a warning has been careers. For the most part, they reactions? The students 'need the
The potential for improvement in educational quality at the
sounded. The election was close. will come from schools which, ,6en,efit
of the"""Jaculty's
Law Center is great at this time. Our reputation is rising rapidly;
Seven votes made the difference
have' implemented these ideas'in iex'pe:ri ~nce; j.Jhe:Jaculty
clinical activities by students and faculty have gained us a favorable
between winner and loser. Seven the governing' policies' ot--the
desperately 'needs~ the students"
name; the curriculum is one of the broadest of any law school in - votes is not an overwhelming
university and they will not be understanding of thepresent and
the nation. Clearly this is neither the time for faculty complacency
m.and~te
~ven by Richard
willing to give up these ideas just the plan for the future. Petty
nor student revolutionary theater.
Nixon t loqlc, I know seven because they have enrolled in intransigence
leads nowhere.
An effort should be made to attract prominent names in the
"radicals" who stayed away on law school. We will be faced Time is on the side of the
legal field to' teach asvisitingprofeSsti'rs=for-a
"ea~:'lricompe'tenF<el~tion,
da,y~:~.They .,weren~t
with- a qroupwhich willnottake
student.L::
,
studentsand faculty should be weeded out. The faculty evaluation
trymg to avoid the etectlon.ontv
no for an answer.
Many
a good practicing
should -become -a' '~eliich~ for" encouraging -poortteschers to 'find ":_t!'l~dOI~(un:'J_ot.ttJ~.1;..aV\(.Sc.~~9L",,,;,.Student, ;,p,artlcipat!9n ;Js.: a:,,:a~tgrne~)yvilL ,~~!!X~!-',,}h~}. la~:.; ,"';
work elsewhere while efforts continue to attract better professors.!hl.s
m, Itself. IS a telling . vital, partofthe
governing of any ,school IS not worth tha~ mu~h,,?s" .,
Admission 'Starldards':shbuld"lle traised,ithe.sfze-of;enferi!19'1(;lasses .2 illl~l~tm~m gtlhll}gS",~o :iC~~llE~:.
id;fi(~~rat~hedulfa.\io.~\,ir;'lstitH!iO'l~;1 lW, .~s f/..lt,yf~:'p,~~sti~~.
:'~pe,s,; lit;.i~
cut down to permit smaller classes and a better choice of ThIS year there were seven who The faculty and administration
something to be sat through, ":
professors, and at the same time, increasing the .enrollment of stayed away, next year the
is out of touch:with theneedsof
endured. Thi~is . .a stinging
minoritY1lroup,stLidentS:- Grading 'shoUld be made'touqher toweed
faculty and administration may the younger" generation' im'CJ criticism.' There
IS ,no true
out tha.Jncornpetent just ..as.,grading;of, p~ofessors.,by.,lS1:tJdents.. D.9;~~be
sq.!:~,c~¥..;".,;, ,; ':-.~i- GQlllmunication, the cornerstone' eoucation"whe'({"
'is' w
should be made more effective in determining qualification to sit
Each year, the uruversmes
of understanding,
is not a irrelevant, and relevancy can
on the fac\,llty,.~ -on._',"'"
", ''''f~\",''''''';1;
,:,,-, .. 'o. ,~raduate
more.,\~n~:e"rn()re,-:, periphe~al.)s~ue
.'- . .it is ,--<I ,only be'gained'when
'the"pa5t
Grade ..t,~reform"",••'presently'defined,apparently,
in terms of a "radicals. Each yea'r,"the' Uiw' necessity. It' 'the Law' School and the present/future are able
pass.fail system .. should be rejected as the banner of those whose
School accepts more and more does not establish channels for it ,to govern together. To let the
main goal is to make law school a playground wherl;l a minimum of
..
' past rule is to establish a rigid
work and 8rmaximum"of',rhetoricwould
sufficeto-gainadegree.
system of inequities which the
There are too many practicing shysters in court now -.andtoo many
.
outside world will not tolerate.
suffering people "out there" who need competent legal help .. to
.Students must' ~' p'~rt~f the'
release a new tribe of shysters who have gained a law degree
•
",'n', " .ru!ing structure if this is to take
without proper evaluation and stimulus.
.
•
. place. If it does not, there will
With the goal of quality education in mind, the SBA next year
be'no lawscho?I, the're will. only'
must demonstrate an ability to create well-developed, concrete
he old lawyers. "
"
proposals to take to the faculty and administration. Frequent
THE ADVOCATE is on its feet after its first year of operation;
Seven
people made, 'the
referenda should be employed to assess student opinion on reform
it is now a permanent fixture in the life of the Law Center, offering
difference
in last
week's
issues. Bantleon and Coleman should insure that SBA meetings are
students,
faculty,
and community
members a source of
election. Seven students, on a
productive by requiring that proposals for discussion be submitted
information and a forum for the expression of opinion. Hopefully
particular day were too bored to
in writing. SBA should lobby individual faculty members more
next year will see further development of the paper with more
even bother to come to school
effectively with reasoned arguments on controversial issues. The 'issues and increased participation by students and faculty of all
to vote. The boredom stems
faculty should reciprocate by opening its meetings to an
ideological persuasions.
from the irrelevancy of our
ADVOCATE reporter, and individual faculty members should
The new editorial staff will be open to new staff members and
education. The only way to
make known their positions on the issues which they are deciding
articles by those ,who have not yet participated.
It will be
make education, relevant is to
for all members of the law school community.
important next year to maintain the present policy of offering the
allow the students a voice·· not
pages of The Advocate to all points of view of concern to members
token, but meaningful - in the
of the law school community.
governing process. If you don't
This year our effort has been to fulfill three functions of a law
wake up today, watch out,school newspaper~First;we
have aitemptedto
provide a news
student power's gonna kill your
function which ,is not fulfilled by the limits of the green
law school.
blackboard in the lobby of Stockton Hall. Second; the paper is a

:~

knoWI ecige,

No

'·"'E'dit.orio'I' ,;;
Lon' ger, Fre's' 'h' "m' e'

Wo'men's Rights Group Eyes
Problems For Postgraduates

by Linda Dorian
Tuesday,
April 21st., a
Women's Rights Committee was
formed by interested women law
students at the National Law
Center to explore problems
encountered
by women law
students in obtaining their legal
educations
and,
equally
imp 0 rt a nt,
post·graduate
problems in the legal profession.
Several topics of concern
were singled out for prompt
investigation:
recruitment
of
women students, job placement
for graduating women students
and
those
seeking summer
employment, and selection of an

instructor
for a course on
Women and the Law.
Assimilated reading materials
concerning
the problem
of
women's
rights
and
sex
discrimination are being placed
on file in the library for the
convenience of all interested
students. Those seeking this
information should check with a
member of the library staff, who
will sign the material out to
students.
Another
project of the
Women's Rights Committee will
be the orientation of first·year
women students arriving in the
fall of 1970.

forum for discussion of law school policies and ideas for reform in
the school. Third, we have provided a forum for discussion by
students, faculty, and involved community members on broader
legal issues of concern to our readers. Law school has changed. Our
students and faculty are involved in activities outside the confines
of the casebook and the Barristers' Ball. No longer is a "company"
newspaper, with photos of smiling award winners, sufficient to
satisfy the interests of law students.
Students and faculty who have neither the time nor the interest
to put their ,views in scholarly law review form or who can not gain
access to the Washington Post now have a forum for their work.
Next year's staff must make an effort to encourage increased
participation so that top quality work is presented on the pages of
The Advocate. Credibility of the paper will be enhanced if an
effort is made to stay clear of the "typical college rag" image
which cripples many such pUblications. At the same time, the
paper must be a balanced forum .. not through the presentation of
bland articles, but by guaranteeing access to vigorously asserted
opinion on all sides of controversial issues.,
•. CSM

Next Year,
Work for
The ADVOCATE.

We need
business & editorial
personnel.
No experience
required.
Contact Craig Miller
or anyone else
on our masthead.

THE ADVOCA,.E,'Monday~ April 27;.'97Q .....
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---Tom Blair----

.Victim of Fraud

It has been said that in politics the only true draft occurs when
somebody leaves the door open.
Well, someboCly left that door
open during the recent SBA elections, and I mon an office that I
did not run for. But there it was in black and white: "Third year
representatives,
Student-Faculty
Committee,
Tom Blair
(Unopposed)." Unfortunately, I learned of my candidacy too late
.\ to withdraw. In fact, since I was unopposed, by the time I found
out, I had won.
My initial reaction was: "Is this some kind of joke?" However, I
was assured by Jon Stover, the current SBA president, that no.one
was officially a candidate unless he had submitted a. nominating
, petition. The overwhelming sense of relief which. felt lasted about
three minutes .- until I discovered that a nominating petition,
signed by the required number of students, had been submitted
with my name signed at the bottom.
I went through a few changes, then resolved immediately to
decl ine or resign or whatever else one has to do in order not to serve.
After all, I reasoned, what is the Student-Faculty Committee? And
more importantly, who cares? Anyhow, I have more constructive
things to do with .mv time than play bureaucrat with a
puppet-advisory-do-nothing
committee
of
a
puppet-advisory-do-nothing student "government:'
And then the logic of the whole situation hit me: The "joke"
wasn't my election; it was student "govemment" itself, that was
the real joke; because explicit in the concept of government is the
power to govern. But GW law students have only the power to
recommend. And the power to recommend is no power at all.
A brief analysis of the campaign for the Student-Faculty
Committee is enlightening: nine first-year students competed for
four seats, while not a single second-year student ran intentionally,
although second-year students Bill Curle and Dizzy Silberhartz won
by write-in ballot. (It will be interesting to see whether the
committee will allow them to occupy the seats to which they are
honestly entltled.l -At the very least the results of this election
I guess it was last spring Times" asked for a permit to someone say). But now, to task,
prove that the traditional. "third-veer syndrome'! of boredom and
about this time. The weather
hold a kite flying contest on the so that you may be protected
disgust has infected the entire second-year class.
was a little warmer than these Washington Monument grounds. from
committing
offenses
Gregg Ball,' the leading vote-getter among candidates for
past weeks have been and' i 'ThEHr applicati6\i'i wa's "de'nied: "against !the .'Iaw "set; down" by";; 'th ird-year ~representative, has -callsd -the SBA. a .·toy. .I~de.caH -it.
Washington
was already
When they asked why, their Congress.
. '.
..
joke. 'Perhaps a better word would be "fraud," for the present
beginni~g" .t{'·S~~_r.n:, rnqre :l~ke "" petitiorf had not 'been: gf;al"!ted;>r., Accordhig't<fChapter' 320 'of;' ;St~dent,::~ov,ernmel1t:;,;s "I:J0.JllPJ:~tha.nJa,!1t1~ perpe~a~ed.P'Y Jt!e ::,
, summerthpnspring)
had taken
when one requested by theth(
same1892"act'whiclifacLilty
,uJ"!der,th~ guise_of givjng students a ~'voice"in law school
a kite gut' tg"lSloii~r;';Alrthiba1di :SmfthsOhi~n' ,r(rnsiituti6n'lJtnal!t~ 'i*otiibiti':J<lte °flying"l;yotl .,~rerm~airs • .I!u!BthqtWQ~c~)lI,my.t.e.AAP
JnQe~ jt;vv~s,!m~nqeQt~be ,~;.'~
park anp';,spent
very relaxing
been accepted; the park service . proscribed from the following:
'To
the conservative members of the faculty the SBA is. a
day doing a!1the t~ings that kite- said, "Mmmmmmm, I, guessw~'.);.
~pr!l~~,in,~.,~',<,c;.~,~~~~n1H,~r
'J1'~~~ssary. ev~1.- a ,devic~ to keep the students off their~cks.
To
flyers do with their time .•Later" . w0l'l't let anyone fly kites.vAnd
writtnq obscene words on. any'. the davtripplnq, cryptohrJeralfaculty-tnember§:
the'SSA' lS'an'ego*i1'
while I was sitting in a ba; with a" ~ the ar;:e~ts'beg?:in:'jjrC,.'1[.,)';:!JiTHiWt\ument
or government
~'salve .. ~~.meaningfuhattempt; to-e1icit>,re,sponsibl~ views..,from.the,.
friend di~(;l-ls§i"'9~~!iJin~r;p<J,i(lt~d ",,;!)n ~19c~5 'n R~p~e,~~~tat~~~lJb,uil~ing:, '". '.'
.
student body" or some such tripe.
.,.,i
of
Indian
fightingk
ite
t=rank 'Thompson, a bemocrat· ,d "'2'. ThrOWing rocks: .: "'o"''':h}3ut
how can the students be expected to act responsibly, when
maneuvers, a fellow at the next
from New Jersey, proposed a bill
3. Cursing in any - public we' are not treated as' TesponsitjleiBy';tHe"faculty?"And'J~ihatJ61
tab Ie ,..•Ilsten ,ing ... to
our
t,o expunge that. portion. of the place, train or steamship.
happens to the "student views" which are so forthrightly elicited?
conversati~n told 'me that i{was
1892 statufe -pertaining -to kite
4: Exppsil'l.9 yourself.
We all know what happened to thejssue of student participation in
against the law,t~ fly k.itesin
flying. I called his office to fin<;l '5.Sta'rting
Ii dogfight.
theipolicymaking.,processrof
theolawlschobl.!cAfter;;staglng
lin5 ,
Washington.)rJe,.laughed,abou~;,oUt'what
had happened to the
6. Playing' football in the
elaborate Roman circus, using five unwitting facuity members as
this fora'while ana I,must admit' propo~1 and you know" I didn't streets, alleys, or avenues, of
dupes, the faculty rose up to its full stature and magnanimously
that
.I,'
;:Ie~r~ a,thjnQ."The !T1ost:definitet,Washingto~;orgeorgetow.n.,;:,decided
not to share its power with the students. And that was
con versC/tiofl'>,~',
a,':jo,ke.yln5"'l'er
I- got·' was from his;
. There' citizens: Yourduty·is
that~ Or is it?
Unfortunately, it is
jo1<:e: ,. secretary, who told me that the clear. Don't be caught carrying. . WHEREFORE, r hereby vow that I will serve as a member of
In 1829, COr:'lgress passed a whole
subject
was
being excrement,rocks
or footballs. If the Student-Faculty
Committee.
(Considering my impressive
series of laws dealing with
reviewed and that a statement
you choose to do so the risk is .' "mandate from the people," how can I dootherwise71 I will serve .
nuisances in the District ,of would be issued sometime soon. yours alone. Justice will be _in the same sense in which I was elected, and I promise to
Co1 u m b i a . The
po rt ion
The most current happening swift. Remember: "The weed of
accurately reflect the trust and esteem wh ich the faculty has most
pertaining.to kite flying reads as in all of this nonsense occurred crime bears bitter fruit."
recently shown for the student body;
follows: ,
.
last week when Mr. Schwartz
~t:: gs;!2Sii'.2S~KS25C5C!25ii'.2S22!i2252Si!25i!S2522!~222Si!2Sii!2522!KS2525i!!2Sii'.2Si2!i22222Si!25ii'.2Si2!i2252Si!2Si!2Si125~
went to court to ask that
"That it shall not be lawful .enforcement
of the law be
for any person or persons to set enjoined. The judge, of course,
up or fly any kite or set up or refused to do so, but he did limit
fly any balloon or parachute in the area in which the law could
or upon or over any street, be enforced to the grounds
Volume 1, Number 9
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avenue, alley, open space,public around the government buildings
enclosure or square within the and Georgetown. So, for your
: EOITORS"
limits of the cities' of Washington information, you are now free to
and Georgetown under penalty fly kites '. in Anacostia, Rock
Craig Scott Miller .. :
'
;' i..' "
Editor-in-CliieP
of not more than ten dollars for Creek Park', and Hains Point. Mr.
eachan£!every such offense."
Schwartz will move for summary
Charles Dunn .. : .,
Managing Editor
judgment' sometime the first
James Coleman
,
,
News Editor
I spoke with Fred Schwartz,
week in May.
Rodney J. Borwick
Contributing Editor
an
attorney
'with
the
At this point, the reader
David Schlee
; .. :
~. Copy Editor
Department of Transportation
might be thinking, '!This is all
Thomas
A.
Blair
,
Photography
Editor
who has brought suit to void the well and. good but I don't fly
David Bantleon
BusinessManager & Associate Editor
law and he explained to me that
kites and so what if they bust a
according to legislative history,
few people who work for the
the law was passed to keep kites "Quicksilver Times"? We can't
STAFF
law' breakers running
from becoming entangled in have
telephone and telegraph wires. around anyway. Law and order,
,Wilson
Curle, Jerrome Duncan, Tom Edwards, Jim
The next question, of course, is that's what we need!" "Of'
Krugman, Peter Langley, Paul C. Leibe, Ann Noble, Kathy
'why, after all these years of course," I would say, "You're
Riley, Stuart Schuman, Jack Smith, Steve Somerstein.
non-prosecution under this law, perfectly right." And that is the
have the park police begu n to reason for my article, to inform
enforce this moldy statute? One you what Congress, in all its
source who didn't want his name wisdom,
has declared you
used
reported
that several mustn't do.
months ago the "Quicksilver
"Well, good for you" (I heard

Rod Borwick::'"'"', ~---~--------
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-Conventions, Commissions,Conforn
by Craig Miller;
Advocate Editor

At its 1968 National Convention the Democratic
Party committed itself to prospective enforcement of
democratic procedures in the selection of National
Convention delegates. In establishing new standards for
the selection of National Convention delegates who
would meet to nominate national candidates, the Party,
was making clear that since it alone had the power to
apportion the number of state delegates to its
convention,
it alone would promu Igate uniform
requirements for popular participation in the selection
of those delegates.
'
At the 1968 convention, the Party demonstrated its
willingness to rely upon its own standards rather than
upon state law, party rules or practices by refusing to
seat the entire delegation from Mississippi and half the
delegation from Georgia. Also at the 1968 convention
the Party adopted the minority report of its Rules
Committee to include in the 1972 call a requirement
that all Democrats of a state "will have meaningful and
timely opportunities to participate fully in the election
or selection" of delegates. This logical outgrowth' of
the 1964 requirement that all races be afforded the
opportunity to participate was Strengthened by the
adoption
of the minority report of the Rules
Committee which required state party procedureS, to
be "open to public participation within the calendar
year of the National Convention."
Participation, Guidelines
Thus, while the National Convention had never'
been limited by state: law in judging the credentials of
convention delegates, the national party made clear
that it would hold state parties to its own national
standard of "full, meaningful and timely opportunities
-to .partlcipate". in deciding, whether delegates were
qualified to sit to choose national Candidates of the
Party. The standard of "full, meaningful and timely 'J 'I
participation"
comprised
the mandate
for the
Commission on Party; Structure and Delegate Selection
which was established to evaluate present methods of '"''
delegate selection, to aid state parties in complying
".with"th.e. propcsed. Call.to the ,1912 Conventicnr-and to
promulgate guidelines to represent the, Commission's
interpretation of its m'andate.'
'"
,', . '
In promulgating ~h~, guidelines for, democratic
.participation., the . McGovern Commission varied its
standards by "requiring" adherence in some cases and
merely "urging" compliance in others. When one of its
standards would conflict with a provision of state law
or a state constitution the Commission chose to require
only that the state party assume the burden of
demonstrating that it had made "all feasible efforts" to
adopt, repeal or am mend the provision. The stated
reason for modifying the standard in the face of
contrary state law was to avoid "exposing the party or
its members to legal sanctions."
It is the thesis of the article that no provision of
state law need stand as Ii bar to total compliance with
the guidelines of the McGovern Commission even if the
Commission's standards were all phrased in terms of
"requirements".
As long as National Convention
guidelines are more democratic than state law there is
no compelling regulatory interest of the state in
denying citizen participation pursuant to the standards
established 'by the national party. Indeed, when state
law is asserted to deny participation in the nomination
process by party members in the face of guarantees
established by the national convention, the state may
become an actor in helping
minority of party
functionaries to deny their members equal protection
of the laws and their First Amendment right of
freedom of association. The matter of regulation of
selection has not been committed by the Constitution
to state governments where the state exceeds its
powers in limiting participation of its citizens in the
nomination phase of the electoral process of political
parties.
Judicial Remedies lacking

a

The controversies
surrounding
the credentials
disputes at the 1968 convention indicated that the
National Convention remained the sole source available
at the present time to vindicate national party policy
of selecting a candidate chosen according to the wishes
of all its party members. It was evident in 1968 that a
party member requesting relief from denial of access to
party affairs and dilution of his participation in the
selection of national nominees would be unable to
obtain appropriate judicial relief. With the courts, the
Congress, and state law and state party rules standing
impotent to grant relief to individual party members,

the National Convention began the task of formulating
its own guidelines as standards to replace mere ad hoc
seating of challenging delegations as in 1968. '
Judicial remedies thus far have been unavailable for
several reasons. One ground for courts decttnginqto
provide relief has been the fear that extensive judicial,
supervision of the political process would be required,
and any judicial solution would be more difficult to
apply than' the simply administrative adjustments
which were applied in the Baker v. Carr line 'of
reapportionment cases. Thus, the courts have refused
to intervene into 'the delegate selection process though
they have entered the "political question" area in
guaranteeing the Same interest in full and effective
participation in the n~mination·election process in the
'cases invovling racial exclusion from primaries and
dilution
of
voter
par tj cipafion
through
malapportionment of representatives.
Equal Protection
The courts have skirted all aound the delegate
selection area in guaranteeing participatory voting
rights under the equal protection
clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment in cases where participation
has been granted to some party members and denied to
others. The Supreme Court has held that where the
nomination process is a, crucial stage in the electoral
process, the individual voter has a constitutionally
protected
interest
in participation.
Where the
nomination method is through a primary, voters may
not, be excluded from the right to participate because
of their race. Where an informal poll has been
permitted by the state to' replace the primary as a
means of selecting nominees, the state action involved
brings the equal protection clause into play to bar the
exclusion of minorities from participation. Exclusion
of a majority rather, than a racial minority from
"participation does not prevent the equal protection
guarantee from coming into play. Delegating the power
"to state' parties Via 'statute does not 'eliminate the state
" i nv o lvernent and ,','the' 'corise~uent'}c6nstitutional
c<protedtion~tothidn:dividu~'r'
voter.' -; -,: "
-Party Control Bemains
.-")':"
•.
YH··~n

,...",.~~.-,-:"-t~·,

··~t'-f',"",:'...,

At the same time;'the Supreme Cou~rt"has denied
that the First Amendment affords "private" political
organizations 'autonorrlOus
powe'r to deny their
members equal-protection in participation. Conversely,
the Court has held that the First Amendment may
afford protection to the interests in effective voting
and freedom of political association in the form of the
right to case votes effectively.
Still, the courts have remained content to leave
nomination of delegates and presidential nominations
in the hands of the political parties. The courts, like
many state parties and state legislatures, have not yet
acted to guarantee full participation by all voters in the
timely selection of delegates who will function as
representatives in selecting the presidential preference
of the voter.
.

-

As long as the courts, state legislatures, and state
party officers fail to interfere with the "political
question" of protection of participatory rights, the
National
Convention
appears to be the only
appropriate organ capable of guaranteeing its party
members' rights by promulgating guidelines which will
define the minimum'equirements for delegate Selection
to its convention. The authority of" the National
Convention to determine the apportionment
of its
delegates and the rights to be seated "asmembers of the
National 'Convention
has never been seriously
~st~ed.
'
The Function of State Law
in Regulating Political Party Delegate
Selection to National Conventions
The national political party convention has evolved,'
much like the electoral" college, from its original
'function as an elite caucus with highly delegated
functions-in
an age of limited communications and
limited
contact
with, political candidates--to
a
necessarily representative body chosen to act according
to the wishes of its electors. Until 1968, however, state
'laws;
party
rules,
and National Convention
'enforcement
or nonenforcement 'of state law did not
reflect this evolution. Instead, the function of state law
became something of an anomolv and was turned
about from its oriqlnarpurposes so as to produce
undemocratic results,
State Laws Questioned
The traditional justifications asserted for the use of
state
law to regulate party delegate selection
procedures have been the protection of the viability of
political parties and safeguarding the election rights of
political party members. Traditionally, the Democratic
',';< F National 'Convention' . enforced 'state (taw"Cdncerning
delegate selection' and, decl ined to enforce, state 'laws
relating
non:aelegate'selection
p'rbcedores."As the
demand
for more popular participation "in the
nominating procedure grew in an age of televised
.';: u;" .conventions .and a"series'of'Coristitut;onal
amendments
widening voter participation in elections, however,
... ' enforcement of state law by' the National' Convention
began to have undemocratic results.
As long as the National Convention acknowledges
the obligation of its members to adhere to state law
which is contrary to Convention 'standards, the issue
remains whether a state has the authority to structure
"the electoral process to deny popular participation at
the nomination stage of the political process and to
classify"
rank,
and -f ile party members and
non "participants in the delegate selection process.
Where National Convention guidelines regarding
selection of convention delegates are more democratic
than state laws permit, the traditional justification for
state law to' protect the due process voting interests of
state party members is drawn into doubt. Further

to

The McGovern Guidelines
The wild and disruptive events at the 1968
Democratic Convention resulted in a mandate for
procedural reform in the conduct of party affairs
and the selection of delegates to future conventions.
The standard of "full, meaningful, and timely
participation"
comprised the mandate for the
Commission on Party Structure
and Delegate
Selection (the McGovern Commission),
which
promulgated guidelines which would determine the
legitimacy of delegations to future conventions.
If adopted and employed by the National
Convention, the McGovern Commission guidelines
could provide the most far-reaching political party
reform to date. They are likely, however, to provide
the background for more legal and political battles
than were seen at the 1968 convention. Indeed, a
spokesman for the McGovern Commission told an
Advocate reporter that the likely intensification of
disputes occasioned by the implementation of the
new standards "may well make us nostalgic for the
relative calm of the 1968 convention."
A loophole was created by the Commission,
however. Though its guidelines are stated in terms
of "requirements.'"
the Commission makes an
exception where state law controls. In the latter
situation, the state party need only Show that it has

made "all feasible efforts" to comply. Important
Commission guidelines require state parties to:
1. 1Jrohibit racial discrimination in party affairs
2. encourage citizens over 18 years of age and
women to vote and serve as delegates
, ,
3. .rernove all excessive costs and fees and
excessive petition requirements from the delegate
selection process
4. forbid the use of proxy voting in the delegate
selection procedure
.
5. abolish use of the unit rule in the delegate
selection process
6. apportion
national convention
delegates
according to population
and Democratic Party
strength in the state
7. provide information on the ballot concerning
the presidential
preference
of candidates for
delegate
8. select all Convention delegates within the
calendar year of the Convention; no ex- officio
delegates are permitted
9. make clear to voters that they are
participating in the delegate selection process
10. select no more than 10 percent of the
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where the result of the use of state law to deny
participation
to party members causes dissention
within the party and encourages resort to third party
candidacies, the purported justification of protecting
political party viability becomes anomolous.
At
least one court has indicated that a
constitutional
question may be involved at the
nomination stage in whether the state's interest in the
autonomy and stability of political parties outweighs
the interest in effective voter participation in the
decision-making process. In Kramer v, Union Free
School District No. 15 the court applied a three-stage
test: (1) does the purported state interest require the
restriction; (2) if so, does it "accomplish this purpose
with sufficient precision to justify' denying ...the
franchise"; (3) if the exclusion is necessary to promote
the articulated
state interest, is that interest a,
compelling one?"

Three Divergent Methods

.ji ••

In Williams v. Rhodes and Moore v, Ogilvie the
Supreme Court found that the interest in the
preservation of the two party system was outweighed
by the ,interest
of voting citizens in effective
participation in the electoral process.
The rationale for state law governing procedures for
delegate selection become more questionable in light of
the fact that the National Convention apparently can .
not be bound to ~at delegates chosen in compliance
with state law. The National Convention apparently
pays little attention to state law when challenging
delegations 'are seated though they have not been
chosen under state law procedures. It might be asked
whether the challenging delegates who are later seated
have violated state law; no sanctions have apparently
been placed upon them for representing the state party
at the national convention.
Thus, it, would appear that there is little state
interest· in state law regu latingdelegate selection where
jJL;.political, party-,demonstrates
viability; and sets
'requirements -which guarantee participation
in its
activities to' its members. Political parties are only
viable as long as they are democratic. Where state law
.acts to 'deny partlcipation-rights guaranteed by' national
convention
regulations,
state
law becomes
dysfunctional. to: the democratic, system, and, acts to
violate rather than to protect political participation by
rank and file party members.
Rice v. Elmore, a Fourth Circuit case, states the
relationship between party and state in the election
process:

The party may, indeed, have been a mere private
aggregation of individuals in the early days of the
Republic, but with .the passage of the years,political
parties have become in effect' state institutions,
governmental agencies through which sovereign power
is exercised by the people.
McGovern Guidelines
In Rice South Carolina had,
like Georgia; repealed all its state primary laws in order
to avoid the state action criterion of Smith v.
Allwright. The court noted that the primary, whether
with or without state participation, fulfilled the same'
function in the election machinery of the state. When
party officials participate in part of the state election
machinery, according to the court in Rice they are de
facto election officers of the state and must observe,
the Constitutional
limitations of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Thus, the presence or absence of state
law becomes irrelevant in assessing the need for
intervention in the practices of the electoral processes
of a state.
State law as applied to delegate selection has
become dysfunctional for the democratic process.
Rather than insuring the viability of the major political
parties and guaranteeing the participatory rights of all
citizens in the electoral process, the presence of state
law has functioned merely to provide a defense for
those party members in control of the nominating
process. Given the present inadequacies of state law, it
is apparent that the national convention is the only
organ capable of .seeing that the rights of party
members to participation in the electoral process are
protected. It is apparent that the ease of avoiding the
impediments of state law require little need to fear
exposing party members to legal sanctions in state
courts, and where state law provides a defense to assert
a bar to the more democratic procedures of the
National Convention requirements, the invitation to
state courts to decide the issues involved will be useful.
Indeed, the insertion in the McGovern Commission

• • •

Following are examples of the delegate
Pennsylvania
selection procedures as they presently exist in three ,
In
Pennsylvania,
statute requires that district
states. These states were not selected because they
delegates
and
alternates
to the National Convention
are extreme examples of undemocraticproceduies;
be
elected
in
a
primary
during
presidential election
rather, they are typical examples of the three
years.
A
non-binding
presidential
preference poll is
general methods
(convention, primary and held
at
the
same
time.
In
the
primary, district
committee) of delegate selection. All are in violation
delegates
are
not
permitted
(according
to state law)
of the guidelines for delegate selection promulgated
to state their presidential preference on the ballot.
by the McGovern Commission.
•

Georgia

. At-large delegates and
alternates
to·. the
National Convention are selected by the State
Committee, 'although state law permits election of
at-large delegates and altemates in the primary if the
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selection
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Georgia

is

National Convention are selected' at large by the
Chairman of the State Democratic
Executive
Committee with the advice and consent of the
Democratic
gubernatorial
nominee.
The State
Chairman is selected at the quadrennial State
Convention held in the even-numbered years before
the
National
Convention.
The gubernatorial
candidate is nominated in a primary held in the
even-numbered
years
before - the national
Convention. Thus, the, delegate selection process
begins two years before the National Convention.
The Chairman is the only member of the State
Committee
who
participates, in the delegate
,selection. process. TheSt~te
Committee does not

Further, the State Committee members who
select at-large delegates are themselves elected two
years 'prior to the presidential election year. Thus,
the delegate .selection process begins two years
before the National Convention in the case of
at-large delegates.
In 1968, the State Committee selected 52
delegates who cast 47 votes·-36 per cent of the
Pennsylvania
vote at the convention.
The
presidential preference poll resulted in .428,259
votes for Senator McCarthy, while the combined
total
for Vice-President
Humphrey, President
Johnson, and Senator Robert Kennedy was 137,693
votes. Nevertheless, at the convention the selected
, 'delegates cast 103'votes for Humphreyand 21% for
McCarthy·;tl
"..

:!H' gubernatorial candidate (last time this was Lester
:f:. Maddox)" Thus, ,since the gubernatorial' candidate
~:,i,,.;E;c~ll!ctS.th~;,C.h,a,irm3!l1, im~.~~e~~a,irl11al'l~17cts the ll("IJ~.,,;
:J:~,,,Ari:zona'):,.·,,,.
, or: National Cenvention delegates with the advice and, ",
:!H consent
of the gubernatorial
candidate,
the
Delegates and alternates
to', the
f:: gubernatorial 'candidate-is the "kingpin", of the ." "National'Convention .are selected-at-larqe i~Arizona
fi: delegate selection process. "
.
by the State Committee, during the year of the
t!: '
In addition, party procedures precedinq selection
convention. The StataDornmlttee
is'selectetf'by
{!i of the State Chairman .make no provision for
county committees which are composed of precinct
::f informing party members that 'they are ~oting in
Committeemen; Precirict'co mmittnilm, ate elected in
t:: part for the selection of those who will nominate a
a primary during even-numbered years before the
H:: presidential candidate- at the National Convention
National Convention. Thus, popular participation in
::1 two years later.
the' delegate selection' is 'limited to events two years'
rm
After long and raucous dabate, the 1968
prior to the National Convention (when candidates
Convention unseated half the Georgia delegation
for President are rarely known).
.
It and replaced them with challengers under the
The precinct primary ballot furnishes no
ieadership
of Julian
Bond.
In the future,
information which would indicate to the voter that
H:: implementation
of the McGovern Commission
he is participating in the delegate selection process,
::H guidelines would require complete reform of the
,and there is no opportunity for a candidate to
!t: Georgia delegate selection process.
indicate his presidential preference on the ballot.:t:

:f:
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guidelines of the "all feasible efforts" standard mav.
hinder reform by providing state party magnates an
excuse for delaying compliance with the new party
standards.
'
The guidelines promulgated
by the McGovern
Commission represent an important
advance for
making democratic participation in the nomination and
election system possible. Undoubtedly it will be a
difficult task to gain compliance from state parties in
f!iJery state and territory by 1972 even with the
required provisions. As reforms of party rules and
procedures are accomplished, however, .thedefense of
compliance with state law will become increasingly
important. For reformers, the "all feasible efforts"
requirement will probably become a difficulty as state
parties assert that they have operated within the
requirements of state law.

Court Action Imminent
The courts have thus far not stepped directly into
the delegate selection issue to protect asserted rights of
equal protection and freedom of association. Since the
cases involved in 1968 were litigated close to the time
of the Convention when the complexity of remedy
made a judicial solution difficult, it is not unlikely that
judicial remedies will be available in the future. The
commitment
of the National Convention of the
Democratic Party to democratic procedures-and the
insistence
of the McGovern Commission
on
modification of party rules to reflect explicitly a
commitment to popular participation--surely will make_

the denial of participation through state law appear to
be a more invidious form of discrimination.
Convention Control
If the matter of delegate selection is merely a
matter of internal political concern in which the courts
should not become involved, then state law should act
only to insure that constitutional pre-requsites are not
denied. It is significant in this regard that the cases
brought and rejected by the courts in 1968 involving
alleged unconstitutional
deprivation of voting rights
were concerned with loyalty tests and the like rather
than issues which were more clearly outside the
"political question" area.
At Convention time, state law becomes less relevant
when decisions are made to seat or to unseat
delegations. Challengers have seldom been chosen
, under the normal state law and state party procedures,
yet the seating of challengers has not yet exposed them
to legal sanctions in 'the state courts.
The McGovern Commission would have been well
advised to include in its "all feasible efforts"
requirement a demand that state parties take to court
the issue of the propriety of a state law which
,interferes
with compliance
with a Commission
guideline before they are allowed to assert state law as
a defense to noncompliance. In most cases, as has been
illustrated in the case of Pennsylvania, Arizona, and
Georgia, state parties may have little difficulty evading
the undemocratic effects of state law. When state law is
less democratic than National Convention regulations it
becomes an anachronism.
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D,(]vid Green 5 Controversial Grades:
Throwing A Curve At The System
I

.

Curle

'

"Each
of the
students would receive
a grade
w h ic h

that all of our students will be doing at least "setistectorv" work;
i.e., work of a C level or better. And if our efforts atimproviniJ the
rep res e n ted
two
calibre
of
our
students
admitted
is
effective,
'then
I
should
expect
..:
'hi:
c
to
r
s
i 21 't- he',:
Grades are given in numerical terms equivalent to letter gradesas
that the incidence'ofgradesofrhe
BandA levels would tend to"
pr()fe~s9r'S:'bP\J1ioii
follows: 85-100, A, excellent; 75-84, B, good; 65-74, C,
increase. In grading written work and examinations, therefore,"
.'
'
" t t:
" -'
satisfactory; 55-64, D, poor-below standard for graduation; 45-54,
,
d on the assumption
.' th'at norma
"
II'y aII 0'f t.he graCfes
..i
'
-,'the work; done" by: the
procee
wou ld,
F, failure. The George Washington University Bulletin, The
be on the level of C or better ... Consistent with the assumptions set
stud e n t
and
the
National Law Center, 1969-1970~page 37.
.
curve,"
out above, I gave my best judgment to the generation of these
The issue of academic freedom has once again reared its ugly
grades.Accordingly, I consider it a serious invasion of my academic
head in the administration of the Law Center. The subject of
freedom' for the faculty to require that the results of my
n
grades has been;rai~e9 qYfJtlejstud~m; ~dV ~dth~ ad'l)il)istratio~t:;.tf0,!sidere..(J.t'P!0(e~i{){7~luucfg(!l.ent"be altered 'to'cotttorm-' to 'an V'J~' i'e ,,1',,:':;.'1 II ",'; i. f
<
in the continuing fight' for 'what a majority of the students feel
arbitrary curve.
affects their ability to9aill employment in thEl,future.,
'4
'. '
"
,
,,'
,10"";"0.
",';;'(;"-,,"
"':'v.i';}':;)("
. ,';CC'l;
":ii""CJiWfJ)
• ,J
As usual,.the contrlSversyhas, centered
requ\red co~rses " ~,,:r~isr~iteSihe
trtie.•poln~ ~tisstJe, Which 'rnasterTs"the'law'school'
;.1
;,,"
". ,
taught by ProfB$SQJ:*David
Q. (JrJlehSlttseents.tb.ef'e ar\..t!Jd$~arP~.9Atoa
sezge~ e-ni coul<tP9t~~y)haj
the sch'obll~EiSsthe-:StU'd~frt':jSn ,ir1i :1l:,;jQ to :bYlt? ,Hlr [y J
us who fe,elthat Professor Green's grades have, allowed others of us,
when it seeks to deny him an independent rating of his ability as
unwortYly, lobe s'ure, hi' th'e riiaJorlty's opinion, to move up in the - does the curve.lt:tll_e .,~hQQ.I;;l:"ved the student, 'it' would attempt :;',):>i.
all imp'6f'tafli't''''C1lf~st)ran1l:i~!r''ana~evertto"tfiat<peCJeStal of legal"'to
prepare ~s for lhe f~ture .:gi,ve u~ the mo~t kno~le.dge,witn.the~'~ (''AlB
,0'<1'''''''01
";'success, -the t.aw' 'Review.iJq'6' allei4§~e the:.J~b(f~s::'·ii'iet'ij\TrtteSlr(jf(\t
\/:ie$t":opp6rfUdty,to prove' to the profession our capabilities. The
M
such iniu.Stice, the ~dministrat.ionsaw,fitt~,~t:b~ish~.?urveIo~
.im~osition. of a~ arbitrary c,ur:-'~~oes n?t allowin~epen~en.t work.
the marking-system ,"·th'E!·tet1Ult~d'c{j(jrses.\'d""",",".",,'i
,",u " .. IV UdW i:1'HJAt,Jeast'GO%'of,the'sttldentS
In' any'class
""ust get'a mark orC or'
"
,
Unde'TrltH~"Si}st~'m:;lhe':grades 'irleach section would have to
below regardless of the quality of work Vllhich they perform. Students
The
Legal Aid Bureau's
conform to an arbitrary scale. Each student would receive a grade
must fight for the extra point which might make the difference
which represented two factors .. ,the,professor's'opinion
ofAhe'J ,between'cal'B"-ai1d;ia)(l.1Cut~thrtJat\
competitionaboui'lds.
,~s this "Pol ice
Observation
project,
II'.o'6r.k
d6ne:6y'..the"StOdentfand'the curve. This rtipresents the denial
service to the student? Ithink not.
directe.d by I~Oh~ ShferrY',l'is
. f'ree d om w h'ICh .IS antlt. h etlca
. I to' t h'e f ree university
.,
Wh0 th en. d oes th'e Iaw sc'h 00 I'serve.7 Th e pro f"esslon .Itse"If h as a,' accepting
app
rom aw
o f aca d emlc
d','
h ','Icatlons
'.
,',"
concept.
,
vested interest in the law school. If conformity to the rules of law';stu. ents,"Y _o~ fl~e, !':ltereste. ),n!
A hypothetical situation will iIIu.strate the danger involved. Let ", school procedure, the' ability to, blindly chargeiihead inthlHrlJe {,."seemg t~El.D,·<;'h,ROh,ci;
1r.):l3=t.IO~
S
us assume that there is a section of one hundred students in a
spirit of the organization man are admired talents in the firm, then', '1 t u.~.ents,·,'''Y'~:II:~~~II:e, .'.19 '
course in Civil Procedure" At the complPtionof
the course'
the grading system serves that purpose. Is this Who the law center', ~artl<;I'pate :ml~st,J,. ~u\~.walvh.e.r
material, the professor finds thlit the work done, in his professional
serves?
.'Dor; In triP Icate; so jl.n~.:. e
opinion falls between the range of 95-80. One would assume then
Professor Green changed his grades. He felt that the entire ' ,. go.vernmeTnth,r0",l' laf I Ity
that th~ marks for that course would fall between the stated levels
system of grading papers in law school was so arbitrary that he fO~ negh~~nc~.,
e waiver .~r~s
of numerical grades. This is not so. The faculty and administration
could not take a stand on his marks. Yet, when one of his students
an. ;pp ~cat~onsI ~.~a~:.1a
lce .e
utsl
have established the curve which., states that in any required course
asked if it were possible for those who had been marked down to
°h
e t He legaB I 0 H In
•
01 19
f' hI'
h h' h
C
'bl
h D
t e new
ar an- rewer
ouse.
the grades must conform to the follOWing scale: A-Oro- %;
It t e curve to
at east receive t e Ig est POSSI e, t e ean
S d
I
B-15%~46%; (these may be combined I C-30%-64%; D-0%·23%;
would accept,only if those who had received a lower mark in the
f ~u e~ts m~y sed~ct ~ny on~
F-O%-9%. .The Dean will not approve the. grades from any required
original
marks
would.
not
be
raised.
In
other
words,
the
marks
0
IsttriCtSan
..'
mayt e.dslx.poth,ce
rI e In
e scou
cars as
course which does not come close to thiS curve.
which when high were not sacred, had become the sacred,
b
f"
to e' ht ho r
, In our hypothetical class this would mean that despite the fact
untouchable God-given measures of success, or should Isay lack of °t se;,ers or up
Ig
u s
that all students enrolled deserved marks n.o less than B by the
it.
,
a aA Imel·· t
II
.
I'
I 65%
,.'.
h
pp Ican s are
usua y
an nou.ncement'}n the Sui etln:or y
of ~h~ class c:oUld receive
,To
a"ol~ te trouble ca~sed last .semester, the Dean foOnd an scheduled for their rides within
anhythrn3g5;loseftohrepresdentatlve -ofldthe qU~hty oftkhelr wh.orhk.
The
eahsy sodl~tlon. Whenhthere IS ~dconfllct betw een the ~rQfGessora~d two
wee ks.The
police
f
ot er
ro 0 t e stu entswou
'receive mar s w IC were
t e gra 109 system, t ey get rI o~ lhe pro essor.
DaVId reen Will d
h
st ' t d thO '
b'
"I"
."
.
h" h
. j(
dl '., f h'
, '.' I
h "
.
H'"
.
epartment
as re riC e
IS
ar Itrha~lhYhglve~t0s>r:event . Ig mar 109 r~at esso t e reasons
nl.o onger teac requlredd courses .. e IS not unhappy, It m.eansa
program t~ male students.
'
h
or
w
IC
t
ey
were
glVen~'
,
Ig
ter
work
load
an
more
enJoyable'
courses.
That
IS
not
f
D.C. Green turned in the following grades for his course in Civil
important. The students r'nustsee the truth about the grades they'
~Procedure: A-700'{';B.29%;G-1%. The Deanwould not approve.
receive. In a freeacademicsriciety,the
professor must be free to
pinions oug t
. The marks had to follow the curve; they had to be changed. The
give the student the grade which hefeels the student deserves, high
The ABA Committee on the
majority will say that is as it should be. It is unfair for those, Vtlho or low, if there be grades at all. Perhaps ProfessOr Green said it
Judiciary
is soliciting a wide
through the luck of the draw, as Judge Julius Hoftmfln has said,
best:
spectrum of opinions on the
have the advantage of such an "easy marker."
,
You mentioned that· the students are fu71y aware of the fitness and capability of Judge,
Leaving the question of grade reform to a pass/fail system aside, '
Harry
Blackmun
for the
.existence'
of the grading curve and would be' upset if it were not
there is represented here an argument based upon the petty
Supreme
Court.
The
committee
followed.
I
hope
,that
this
is
indeed
true;·
and
I
make
the
_jealousies and avarice which are perpetuated by the academic rating
assumption that it is. For, otherwise, I think we would be in danger will consider these opinions in
System. The argument falls apart when one realizes that the marks
of practising' a fraud on the students.·But as long as they do indeed formulating an endorsement for
all of'us get do not represent what we deserved. The professor must
the seat.
understand that their grades in the required courses represent not
take into account the curve. To explain, I quote Professor Green
the
judgment
of
the
instructor,
but
rather
the
judgment
of
the
from a letter written by him to Dean Kramer on March 1:,'
Faculty and student groups
instructor plus the judgment of the other members of the faculty
expressed through the medium of an arbitrary curve, then at least are invited to express their views
..: I assume that the admissions committee would not knowingly
by writing to: Mr. Charles
admit an unsatisfactory student. There will be inevitable mistakes our present course doespot involve deception of the students.
Horsky,
ABA
Judiciary
of judgment, to be sure; but I should expect them to be verY few.
Committee,
c/o
Covington
&
Read
page
37
of
the
bulletin,
think
about
the
mark
you
might
There will sometimes be students who are capable of doing
Burling, 888 16th St. NW, Wash.
have deserved in your last required course, your future; think
satisfactory work who are, nevertheless,prevented from cfoingsuch
D.C.
about it.
work or who do not choose to do it. I proceed on the assumption
by J. Krugman
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by Evelyn Dwimoh
The author is a first year
student at the law school. Her
qualifications
for this article
involve
a life time spent
experiencing these facts; they
are documented
beyond
a
reasonable doubt. She is a
Dakota Sioux from Sissetin,
S. D., a member
of that
reservation and has worked and
studied on the Sac & Fox (Iowa)
reservation,
the Fort Yates
(North Dakota) and the Lower
Brule
(South
Dakota)
reservation.
The museum is on the first
floor of the Department" of
Interior. It displays its work
concerning
"lard,
minerals,
waters, game and other wildlife,
preservation of cultures of races
... " Admission Free.
Conservation,
preservation,
protection,
wildlife, indians;'
,reserves, reservations. One feels a
sense of completeness,
like
proving the causal connection
between the alleged act and
damage, 'ike, reviewing the first
chapter wpich.led beautifully to
the final one. It is thediagram of
the rationale 'on 'which
the
"natural
aristocracy"
(from
Agnew's Iowa speech), (housed,
in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare), has
built a nation; one which strives

It would
seem to any
reasonable man that illusions, a
systematic
deviation
from
reality, indicate a grave illness;
that the priority of economic
over human concern -- even
under the acceptable banner of
technological progress -- would,
hint of destruction rather than
reason. In a rare and lucid
moment,
the beginning
law
student might admit to feeling
an initial shock at finding a void
for human concern in the courts'
considerations.
But if human
concern should be the common
denominator, the universal basis
for law, then how can we justify
our present position? The safety
of illusions is fading.

failed. This act, if it is to be
honorable, must be total. Even
the snake in his consumption of
the frog follows this; he knows
that his aggressive act must be
total or he will surely face what
amounts to suicide without any
help from anyone. In Born Free
it was implied that to kill was
more humane than to possess or
to subdue.
The annoying fact is that the
survival mechanism for man is
his alleged ability to reason; he
must account
for -his law,
religion, politics. This implies
that life for man is not quite so
simple; there is no compromise
between life and death. Yet this
is precisely what the indian is
expected to do even after, the
It is no idle coincidence that
programs of cultural and legal
in 1970 a country like America .extermination
become
too
which hysterically claims world embarrassing to continue. Edgar
leadership,
in the
human
Cahn most appropriately terms
concerns of freedom, liberty and this America's
"prisoners
of
justice for all cannot ratify the war" (Our Brother'S Keeper,
United
Nations
genocide
1969). As a member of 'the,
'convention,
which expressly
human community, the indian
calls for its signatories
to must likewise account for his
forswear actions ,"committed,
law,
religion,
politics.
His
,with intent to •destroy
... a, freedom, his land base. There is
national"
ethnic,
racial or no other alternative now.
religious
group •.. " (The
Though hedoes not number
opposition since 1949 has been even one million (in the U.S.A.),
the ABA, incidently.) Nor is it the indian is hideously present
an accident that Uncle Sam's and not even the wand of
signature is losing its magic

Congress
can
make
him
disappear. He will not be wished
away nor can he magically
become
the
transplanted
European.
The fact which
Congress must face, in the
interest of its constituents is that
by all evidence the indian was'
never conquered; he was only
defeated and dehumanized by a
slow' and inhumane
process.
When we speak of survival
today,
it is important
to
remember
that
he is a
professional survivor.
It seems that the official
declaration
of failure
by
Congress passed unnoticed. It
was in 1924 when they threw
the
towel
in by forcing,
citizenship on all indians. This
act, typically incoherent with
contradiction, is important not
to indians but to the masses of
bona fide American citizens.
First,
if the traditional
enemy" an outsider by any
name; can be forced into a
system which was' made to
exclude them, this is making
silly putty of a very sacred
document which the masses rely
on for their freedom and no man
should be deprived ofthat right.'
Sec 0 n d , the
14t h
amendment, section 2 shows the
sk itlfuf -lf- schizophrenic-nature

of how a basic constitutional
right to another "citizen" can be
denied and given at the same
'time; also, the supremacy clause
as it applies totreaties has made
liars of the unborn. If Congress
can play hop-scotch with the
constitution as shown, it is the
rights of the real citizens which
are jeopardized
- not the'
non-existing
rights
of a
non-citizen.
The picture of a nation
awakening to the, hangover of a
long and expensive party is more
tragic than picking up beer cans.
The twitching consciences have
given way to silence; the liberal,
or conservative, black or white
questions
e r e suddenly
inadequate;
even studies
of
learned and well-meaning men ,
become outdated
except to
record the prevalent ideas of a
,certai n period. School has
ended, with all the work -- only
to discover it was a dream which
gave no notice of the real ityof
the summer ahead. The illusion
is gone.
And so it is true that even
Americans can no longer afford
the
luxury
of entertaining
illusions. Even if admission is
free.

-GreoterLegal Experience-_
\.:::1
p':.,,0t't. :S:ILJ"r~e,
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r k"S,h'-.
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on the Strength of its illusions abroad (the Gene~a Accord~!.\;
which hang like shrouds over a when the foundations
of his
reality too ominous for display. existence is not only a matter of
,
, '"
,
i, .,'. ':'."
Wildlife' and indians are nearly broken so-called treaties with
extinct, ~lI,d the stench of death the. native",I"a?l!o,YVl'1ers,.~(j-?di,afl~h~
'\1';
fromttLe
res~rves
and
which nullifies the, ridiculous
','
"
.
'.
.
reservations will not be confined
piece of nonsense anyway, but:,'
by Jim Coleman
student
participation
on the state supreme court. In the East
and
covered. Suddenly
~e~r~
sigl'lifi<;antly,.~hls,Questions,
Advocate News Editor
committee. Any student may the competition and prestige are
apostles of aristocratic life are the legitimacy of this boy who
. A Cierkship
Committee,~'apply
to:the--oommittee,·howe\le~,i~ grl!a~erf. S,tudems!;.,~ho.l!,lg ,-~,so"..;
uneasy;~,.tJ\E;,.,Jll)pli~Clti(:.ms;are,..J~~u.sesto·
mature. ,It is no headed by Dean Potts, has been and be assigned to one of the look into opportunities
with
beginning~ To build and to strive 'CoinCidence that-the gaping hole formed at the-Law Center and ,ise>members who will be personally',;,~,il'l~enT1~jatecourts! While.salary,i,
on a legal, systematic defiance of between reality and illusion has in the process of organizing an responsible for the student'S file. at this level is typically IoWer-the
another's humanity is not only become
unbearable.
It is. apparatus to aid students in
The committee is free, after student has far greater flexibility
possible, it is suicide. The Education,'
as 'one
illusory" rsecuring judicial clerk ships upon
considering
the,-applicant's,
in his geographic choice.
illusions are fading.
technique, has created a feeling graduation;
background and potential, to
In anycasej'
'Miss Quigley:,
The stalemate Of illusion v. of irrelevancy at best.
In the past, GW's graduating
refuse to make a recommendastresses that the chances for an
reality has ended. The invading
History will testify that the
classes have typically failed to tion. In practice the committee
applicant are far greater in his
forces froni Europe; which the creation of illusions is.often for
include the: number of clerks often will limit the judicial level home jurisdiction.
wind wasfledagail1st the shores the purpose of the survival of a which a school this size could for which it will recommend a
Volume 5 of Martindaleof this continent nearly five, controlling power. To conquer,
produce.
According
to
particular applicant.
Hubbell should be consulted for
centuries
'ago,
are' again
however barbaric,
is indeed
Placement
Officer
Jeanne
The bulk of the Committee's
a list of all United States courts
concerned" with survival. But necessary for survival, but to be Quigley, the shortage has been work will take place in the early and detailed information
on
now the question of survival has humane·· it must be a matter of due to a lack of information and fall.'
Since
most
judicial
judges.
Applicants
should
developed
into
a net .- winning the duel in an honorable
assistance for interested students.
clerkships
are finalized by examine these lists initially to
in her e n t I y jus tan
d slaughter.
Few nations
can
The advantages of a clerkship
mid·
Dec e m be r • the
screen their own preferences.
incorruptible. It's reality's whip commit mass slaughter without
on a federal or state level are recommendations
must be The energy expended in securing
to prod the wayward, those who .sorne fancied idea like racial
numerous. The recent graduate
fin a liz e d
by
a r 0 u n d a clerkship can be rEl''IIardedwith
have violated the basic laws and superiority
or a subhuman
is given an additional year or mid-October.
This
further the type of benefits described by
those who have allowed it. The savage; such fantasy is necessary
two to think through his career
necessitates
receipt
of one GW graduate who works
essential question is whether the for a sound early development,
plans. In the process, he receives applications during the summer with the District Court in
forthcoming
judgment
is but even the child eventually
valuable training and is exposed
months.
Tennessee:
reversible.
puts Mother Goose aside. After
to
f u t u r e em p loy m ent
At both Georgetown and
The experience is fantastic.
Reality is indeed the final five centuries, there is the same opportunities.
The prestige of NYU, the student's interview The past six months has seen
judge of what is just. Our ability
u n bel i e v a b lye
0 ns tan t
the position, of course, reflects
before the full committee is jus tun
believable
cases;
-. whether it is wildlife, indians perpetuation of medieval ideas. both on the graduate and his stressed as a critical factor in the constitutional questions abound,
or aristocrats -- to live must One common one is the idea of school.
committee's determination.
At civil
rights
cases, such as
depend on our understanding of the discovery of America by
Judges who must annually go that time the faculty member des e g reg a t ion
and
the natural interaction between
Columbus
which is taught
through the time-consuming task
responsible for the particular reapportionment marters as well
nature and life. Primitive? No religiously. This is not patriotism
of selecting clerks naturally
student supplies each member as simple discrimination matters
doubt the words evoke a picture
but an example of how we can appreciate
any
objective
with,' the file prepared on the seem commonplace. In addition
of Pocahontas and her tree. It is live on an illusion Which is assistance
in the screening
student. This file includes the we have had such cases as James
interesting
if somewhat
completely
devoid of reason process.
The
Clerkship
comments
of all faculty
Earl Ray's civil suit against his
depressing to note that when
much less fact. (Or does this Committee hopes to provide this members who have had contact former attorney and a very
one gets right down to reality, it imply that there can be no such assistance. Its basic function will with the student.
interesting case involving the
was not the holy precedence of thing as thievery or victory of be to evaluate applicants and
After
the
interview, a jurisdiction of the federal courts
law _. our daily governing force -- one power over another; only
prepare, written
recommendaconsensus is established and the over courts-martial. The issues
on
which
the
stranded
that one can discover?) Prior tions. In addition to Dean Potts,
committee
member who is really are too numerous to
astronauts
depended.
The
possession by nations of people
the committee includes faculty
responsible
prepares a final mention.
interesting point is that those
is a part of the reality which five members: Professors Seidelson, _ recommendation
on behalf of
daily governing forces are almost
centuries cannot hide. This is Park,
Weaver, Carlson, and
the entire committee.
Correction
all devoid of any scientific basis, systematically ignored today and Nutting.
Miss Quigley points out that
The Advocate regrets the
so forceful
that
even the
it is not only futile but foolish
The committee is currently
several
factors
should be esror of omitting Jack Hansen's
physician wants to be free of to do this.
studying
the system as it considered initially by aspirants name as a signature to his letter
any special duty toward Iife
Obviously the mass slaughter
0 per ate 5
at
NYU
and
for c1erksh ips. On the West to the editor sbout his dismissal
"like everyone else:' (Health in of natives -- the one humane
Georgetown. At present neither
Coast it i,s far easier to secure a from the Law Review without a
America reports, 4/20-23)
program of extermination
-- of these schools' allows for positlon.« especially one with a . hearing.
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Three New Environmental Courses at NLC?
cover areas of the environmental
pro bl em. However, th ese courses
T he
Law
Center
is
either deal with a specific area
anticipating a generous grant to
which is also a subject of
create an expanded program in
pollution control (e.g., Water
environmental law. The program
Resources Law) or deal only
will involve consolidation of the
tangentially with the problem
present efforts of the Law
(e.q., Land Development Law).
Center
in the
area
of
The program would not only.
environment with the addition
provide a general introduction to
of a few new courses into an
the environmental problem for
environmental
law program
the student, but also give him a
aimed at providing students with
general exposure to areas dealt
a substantial number of courses
An advanced level course is with more specifically in the
considering environmental law in also planned, dealing specifically
advanced courses. Moreover, the
depth. The program will also with the problem of population
program will, prepare persons to
pro v ide
stu den t s the
control. This course will most solve the technical and economic
opportunity to serve as interns likely be taught by Professor
problems
related
to
the
in government agencies which Miller, since he has had a environment and who have skills
have
responsibility
for long-standing interest in this to deal with public law in its
environmental programs.
question,
and has already
broadest
definition;
an area
De anN
ash,
who
is published a major law journal
where qualified people are in
negotiating the details of the article on the subject matter.
extremely short supply.
grant, indicated to this reporter
Particular
emphasis
will
Another important part of
that there are tentative plans for probably be placed on methods
the overall program will be a
including three new courses in of population control so that an clinical program giving students
the curriculum.
,"optimum"
population might be full credit for empirical research
This fall -an introductory
attained and maintained, and
projects.
The clinical work
course in environmental law is possible changes in the law to - would
take
the form of
scheduled. It will probably be a achieve that goal.
internships in Federal agencies
.
The Law Center already
dea Iing with
environmental
genera I survey course covenng
the various legal aspects of the offers a number of courses that
pro g ram s , w 0 r k wit h
,..
--.
Congressional
committees
interested
in the area, case
studies aimed at formulating
regulatory or legislative changes,
and empirical research in depth
on. specific
environmental
l>resldeni"\/:::
;, -', "; ..".
prol:>iems.lnorder
to receive
Bantleon , .... , .. , .. , , , , , .....
, , , , , .. , . , . , . , .. , .288
credit the work must be done
Dunn .. '.'; " ' . , . .'
:,:::";':-;
.-. .:-: n .:v:: .281 ",
u'ndEi"'tnecoritinuingsuperVision'
Meyers , ... '. , , , . ,
, ,'. , ... : ... ;, .....
; ... '.. '... '.86
ota'rnernber ofthe faculty. -,
~~1n",_, ;
",
~~"r'':'-'~_ .~
l
_,~tn\.~ : J" .';t
<r»:
Heseareh assistants would 'be:
Day Vice President
,
_
made
available
to
asstst
~/\oColeman ~.".". '.'7'.; ,~~~ -:I:t"'!t:'~\ l~~'~~':I.~~rt.".";.r:"';';l:
r: .:-.-'~."'~~1-35"
professors working in the field.
TIle'se'-'assistants
could be
Bradford
, .. ,
,
,
, , . , ,119
obtained
by granting
a
Efrovmson- •. ,..•"...... ;;·i'i. :';'i. ;;' .• '
'; '
'••.••. ~ .,;,,;'.104,,;
fellowship to recent graduates or
~....
by
hiring
. young
lawyers
Night Vice President
~ii1terested
in working
on
Haid "" ..••. ,.,.".",
•... ".,
,.,.,
... , .137
environmental problems:
Nash
,'
'
, i ,,,
, .. s", ••••
: ••••
31
Go v ern men tag
e n cies
interested in environmental law
Third Year Day Representatives
will
be informed
of the
Ball, .... " ., •........
, " " .... i •• , ",'.'
•••
" " .82
availability of the program and
Hartelius , . , .... , . , . , .... , , , . , , , , , .... , . ,. , , • , , .•. 81
encouraged to send employees
Borwick
, •. ,., .. ,., •... ,
""",
i , •••
, • , •• 70
to the courses. At the present
Curle .. :
"
~,.,
,
68
time
the
Army Corps of
Bluestein .,."
"
, .. ,
64
Engineers is sending students to
Wildstein
",.,
,.,."
,." .. ,.,
32
the Natural Resources Program.
Other'
agencies
have been
Third-Year Student-Faculty Committee
contacted on the proposal. Dean
Blair, .. , •....•...•...•.....
, •..•.••...
(uncontested)
Nash is hoping ultimately to be
able to place approximately
Second Year Day Representative
forty
interns
in differentPrice ............•.•...
, •....•....•.••...
, .. , •. 122
governmental offices.
Rosen ..........•.........•..•....
, ••............
94
The' program will also be
Miller ....•...
, ....•..•..•..••........
' •........
94
coordinated
with
related
Berger .........••...•••.....
i •••••••••
, ••••••
, •• 91
programs
in the University.
Brown
"
, .. ,
,
, .. 83,
Some
of the programs
in
Pires"
, ....•.
,
,
",
"., ,78
existence are: (a) Bachelor of
Ressler,
,
" ...•..
',
'.,
,
75
Science
in Environmental
Mechanic
" ....•
,
,
,
,
73
Evans
,
,
, ....•
, .. '
52
Monts
,
,
' .. ,., •. "
",
,
.49
by Peter Langley

Advocate Staff Writer

pollution problem and offering
two credits. The administration
is presently interviewing people
to fill the teaching position.
In the spring another course
is planned involving research
projects into specific areas of the
pollution problem. This is also
to be a two credit offering. It is
undecided
whether
the fall
course will be a prerequisite for
it.

SBA Election Returns

j

"":l.

Second Year Student-Faculty Committee
_
Berg ..••............•...•.....
" ...•..•...•...•
Heideman .•.•...••••••..•............••..•...
Acey •..•••...•....•..•......•••.••.........•.•.
Cook ,•..•..••••••..••••.•.•...•
; ......•.•.....•
Goldman .", ........•.....•..
, .•.......
"
Whittaker
,
, , .. '.'
,
,
Schlee
,
,'.",
,
Lubman
,
,
,
Schuffman
,
,

97
, .. 88
80
80 '
: .. 79
75
62
55
, .. ,.54

(Winners in bold type)
No Night Representatives ~re elected to either SBA or
Student-Faculty, as no petitions were filed for candidacy.
Night Vice-President Col. Haid stated that he may appoint the
representatives.

and Fisheries. He will return to
the Law Center in the Fall of
1970.
Professor H.P, Green is the
Director of the Law, Science,
and Technology Program, and is
presently teaching the seminars
in Control and Use of Atomic
Energy and Space Technology
and Science and Legal Process.
He has written extensively on
matters of atomic energy law
and policy, law and technology,
environmental
problems,
and
assessment of technology. He
has compiled a set of materials
that he has used for several years
in his seminars which could be
used
in environmental
law
teaching programs.
Associate _ Dean Nash is
presently teaching two courses

D

f

eo n -

ro m p.

5

in intergovernmental relations.
He has specialized in' Federal
Government Procurement Law
and the internal operations of
the Federal Government. He is
at present compiling -materials
on-intergovernmental
relations.
Outside
of
the
two
introductory courses which will
be open to all students, during
. the first year the program will
probably include eight graduate
students and fifteen third-year
law students.
Dean Nash is
hoping that the program will get
off the ground as smoothly as
possible,
but anticipates
a
problem with more students
applying for the introductory
course than can be adequately
accomodated if interest in xhe
ecology issue remains as high as
it is presently.

Ups Number Grades
ADVOCATE: How is' it that
of the recent graduates to the
students are taking Photography
- number of attorneys 'in your
office will far exceed that of the for law school credit?
KIRKPATRICK: That may
student/professor ratio here.
have been a mistake. The theory
ADVOCATE:
What about
the extra-curricular activities at is that photography is useful in
efforts to obtain
the NLC for whicl!students may lawyers'
demonstrative
evidence. ',.c.",
"
getcredit?~
" ,,,,, ,
ADVOCATE: Grades. Why
KIRKPATRICK: As I said
Professor
D.C. Green's
before, 84.credits is nota hard did
grades
have
to
conform
toa
"and
fast" requirement.
If a
curve?
'student wants-.to: take.rtwo., to
KIRKPATRICK: . Since' . sO
four hours of credit activities for
much
weight is given to grades
fun and frolic, that's O,K" butl
for
honors
and
future
think .the U!15.\JReryisep .lIVQrk.j~
eri{ploy;ne~t, . ir is onlY fair to
questionable. If these activities
the students that all sections of
weretoadduptoawholeyear
of law school, I would favor two required courses have 'some
guideline to prevent greatly
full years of law school and then
disparate grades. The present
one year of- apprenticeship.
Again, the supervisory
ratio guideline is that proposed by the
would be much greater during , students on the Student-Faculty
that year of apprenticeship and Committee about two or three
therefore,
I think the results years ago.
I don't
know a better
would be greater than those
solution
than
such
a guideline. I
envisioned
in clinical law
suppose
there
are certain
courses;
institutional
norms like this
ADVOCATE: Students may
which are necessary.
take up to six credits in other
ADVOCATE: Do you think
University
disciplines,
What
the curve infringes on the.
criteria is used in approving
academic freedom of either the
these courses for law school
students or the professor?
credit?
,KIRPATRICK: No.
K IRK PAT RICK:
Each
ADVOCATE: Do you favor
student must get the Dean's
the
numerical grading system
approval and may state his case
over
any
other kind?
at that time. Generally, the
KIRKPATRICK:
Yes.
course must be legally related.
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The National Law Center is
particularly well prepared for
embarking
on an expanded
program in environmental law
because a number of the faculty
members are already involved in
various areas of the problem.
In addition
to Professor
Miller whom I have already
mentioned, Professor Clingan is
working extensively in the field
of oceanography
and coastal
lone management.
He is
presently on leave of absence
working with the Subcommittee
on Oceanography
Committee

of the House

on Merchant Marine

iti

f!~Summer 1970
ti:
iIi Winter 1971

Ii:
tii

iIi

!iI Summer
!fi
f!:

iIi
iIi

ifi
!ifiit
if!

1971

Winter 1972

(was) 10h/69

$50

$15

50
50
50

15
50

65
100

8/1/70
Thereafter

50
50

50

100

4/1/71
Thereafter

50
50

50

100

6/1/70
6/2 to 8/1
Thereafter

no '

$65

AnyoneYAlowantsto take the Summer, 1971, exam must file
this coming August.
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Corporations-from

1970-13

p. 5

GNP's Quagmire Remains Unsolved
!,.

'.

restricted,
if not eliminated,
without price-fixing.
I n va r iab I y , the rei
s
"spontaneous coordination" of
prices (as GM car prices go, so
do the prices of the other auto
man u fa c t u r e r s ) . The s e
oligopolistic practices, takeniri
conjunction
with
the
internationalization
of business,
have
a Ilowed
the modern
corporation to become a large,
widely diversified international
holding
company
without
unequivocal ties to any single
industry or country.
To Barber the fundamental
issue has become insuring that
these new corporate goliaths
serve, rather than frustrate, the
public interest.
In analyzing
where the public interest comes
into
play,
Barber's
sterile
narrative approach breaks down.
Admittedly,
government
regulation
is ineffective,
jawboning is too hit-or-miss, yet
Barber offers no method by
which business can be controlled
ef,fectively ,or
how deeply
government
can' become

-

function for government? The
situation may be so severe that
the federal government has lost
most of its flexibility in dealing
with
the
new
corporate
structure.
Barber never questions the
assumption
of the natural
growth of the GNP. Yet it is
possible that continuous growth
will be self-destructive. Do these
new corporate goliaths have the

•

means to prepare for this? We'do
not know if these corporate,
gargantuans can withstand the
pressures of a· constant
or
diminished GNP.
What of population control?
Business needs for continuously
inc rea sin g con sum e r
consumption
and expanding
markets
may
hinder
the
development of a sane approach
to population limitation. What

In these conceptually simple' areas the right to vote has been
viewed as a 'constitutional absolute, and properly so. Legislative
representation is more complex, because it involves the question of
giving an adequate voice in the legislature to like-minded groups of
voters, and not just the personal right to vote. The $64 question is
how a given set of legislative districts filters the popular will on its
way to legislature. In short, in representation we are concerned
with the payoff, and not just with the form of balloting, or the
population equality of the districts.
ADVOCATE: Do you mean that the Court has not shaped the
issue with sufficient sophistication in this area, or that our '
traditional system of electing legislators in districts is partly
.involved.
inconsistent with "one man-one vote" theory?
Barber coollv-writes that in
DIXON: Both aspects are involved, and this may be why Justice
the period between 1961 and
Frankfurter,improperly
I think, wanted the Court to avoid the
1967
government
contracts
political thicket entirely. The Court has talked of equal
accounted for 70% of LTV's, representation
for equal numbers of people as the goal.
receipts,
67% of Grumman
Functionally, there is no such thing as "equal representation" in a
Aircraft's, 75% of McDonnell
district system of electing legislators. There may be "equal
Douglas's,
67%' of General
population" districts, which is an objective concept. And there
Dynamics',
and
88%. of
may be varying degrees of. fairness in, the resul~ing representation.
Lockheed's.
Is this a proper
But with a district basis there can never be equal representation
because all districting dlscriminates by discounting or "wasting"
the 'votes of the minority voters in each district. For, example in
California in 1966/'one man-one vote" yie,lded minQrity,r .. ler;The
new equal population districts' yielded a'nlya mi'nority a'rstate~
The following students hav~ [eqislative seats for 'the :Hepublicans, although they polled a
majority of the, statewide legislative vote. In Iowa there was an
been selected for next year's
analogous
imbalance' detrimental to the Democrats regardingr
Students-in-Court
program:
congressional seats; New Jersey is another example, with the
Roger Frankel, .Charles "D,unn\
Dernocratsbeinq favored.
,~,'
,,,,,-',,
.,' ,~', c ,,' r""""y>",1
Ivan White, Sharon Finegold,
There
really
is
a
conundrum
here.
We
want
both majority rule
Ronald Habens, Robert Milligan,
and
minority
voice.
The
Court's
si~e
but
rigid
mandate of equal
James Winchester, Milford Loeb
population
in'
district
formation
offers
no
certainty
in achieving
and Joy Chambers (alternate).
either
of
these
two
goals
-although
it
has
gotten
rid
of
the grossly
These third year students will
'
represent
indigents
in small unequal districts of the past.
ADVOCATE:
Where
do
we
stand
now
on
the
question
of
claims and landlord-tenant cases
rmnoritv
representation?
in the o.c. Court'of
General
DIXON: Although -the Court's basic focus on raw population
Sessions.
,.
:.;
-:'-,
The program i; organized so data logically leaves no room for a concern for minority
that each of the five' area law representation, or any political realities, in practice there is some
concern because the Court has been ambivalent. It has occasionally
schools will provide eight third
talked of effective representation for all voters as being one of our
year students who are informally
guided by a professor from each goals. And it has expressed concern about the use of multimember'
school (Prof. Carlson at GW) and districts, e.g. electing several state legislators in one district,
because a bare majority may win all seats and thus submerge
formally
supervised
by two
minority interests. Of course, a winner-take-all factor operates in
full-time attorneys.
all
districts -- whether single-member or multimember --, but the
The students
receive two
credits on a pass-fail basis for inequity is more apparent in the latter. It is also clear that racial
each semester's work and are gerrymandering is justiciable and there has been an- occasional
expected
to
put
in victory in the lower courts.
, As we move into the 1970's a crucial thing to watch will be the
approximately
ten hours per
willingness
of the Court to try to police both racial and nonracial
week
representing
clients,
researching
their case and political gerrymandering. Surprisingly, we aren't even certain yet
that the latter is even justiciable. Unless the Court is willing to do
receiving
seminar-type
this, '''Baker v, Carr" will turn out to have been a hollow victory -;
instruction
from the two
with even a boomerang effect. For a tight equality rule, which can
supervising attorneys.
be honored only by drawing artificial district lines ignoring former
It is hoped that the students
communities, actually increases gerrymandering opportunities.
in the program will develop
If the Court ever gets a ninth Justice, and starts.hearing oral
technical
skills in handling
arguments
again -- there has been a moratorium recently -- a case to
courtroom
procedures
and
watch
is
Chavis
v. Whitcomb from Indiana. It involves both racial
out-of-court negotiations and a
gerrymandering, and the use of multimember districts for electing
sense
of
professional
state legislators in the Indianapolis area. The lower court voided
responsibility
by actually
the
system, on the basis of proof that representation from the
competing
in the adversary
Black
Ghetto area was less than would be expected
if
system and by facing the only
single-member districts were substituted.
Also at issue is a
real ethical problems -- those
court-ordered replacement plan.
involved in representing a client.
Let me add a word about the varous community action units set
Students in the first and
up
under OEO or HUD model cities program auspices. In part they
second years who, might be
are
a response to the feeling, of political alienation under our
interested
in the program,
especially in volunteering some existing system. However, these new units also create new
assistance to the students in problems of political fragmentation. A better course might be
enlarge city councils, make districts smaller and single-member, and
court, are urged to contact the
thereby
achieve both more pin-pointed representation and political
Legal Aid director or Kent
integration.
Carlson (Room 400, Bacon).

Stu d ents- in-Cou rt-

Selections'

Made;:~"

of the corporate
failure to
control waste and pollution? Do
corporations, especially, because
0 f
the i r
inc rea sin g
supranationality,
desire e to
work toward a cleaner and more
healthy environment? Can the
profit motive serve the public
interest
where a corporate
conscience is needed?
Barber never even raises these'
questions.
"The
American

Corporation"
merely presents
the problem; it neither poses nor
answers any of the important
questions that are necessary to
gauge
the
revolutionary
developments that are reported.
New Left radicals are always
asked how they would replacethe
system they are seeking to
destroy; it would not seem too
much to ask the same of Richard
Barber.

ADVOCATE: From what you said earlier it sounds as though
"one man-one vote" could be best achieved by shifting to a system
of proportional representation. Would you favor that?
DIXON: In the full sense of proportional representation, no.
Some half-way house devices might be helpful. Our district system
has problems -- the wasted vote factor which operates
unpredictably from district to district. But PR might pose greater
problems -- it might overdo effective representation at the cost of
governmental stability. Under PR we abolish districts: and each
group gains a number of seats proportional to its total popular vote
in the state -- or nation .. as a whole. A multiparty system results,
which maximizes disagreement, requires use of coalitions to get
legislative majority, and thus jeopardizes both the power to govern
and our system of political accountability.
The district system discourages multiple parties, or even a third
party, because in each district there is a "payoff" only to the
leading 'party. It thus forces persons to broaden their viewpoint
before they can politically activate in an effective way. Of course,
it is debatable whether this is too high a price to pay for
governmental stability, but I don't think a pure PR system can be
sold to the American people, except on an occasional local basis.
New York City, for its council, however, has a halfway house PR i
form called limited voting. In addition to the regul~r districts, each"
of ,the five boroughs has two councilmen-at-Iarge. But no party;
may nominate more than one in each borough, and no voter'
may vote for' more than' one. Hence, the Democrats pick up one 1
seat in each borough, and the minority party in each borough gets i
theother seat. In Illinois the lower house is elected by a cumulative,
voting system ..analogous to that used forsome corporate .boar~s_of
directors to ensure minority representation.
All districts are I
three-man. districts., each, voter has three votes which.. he ..can
cumulate on one man or divide as he wishes. Hence, the I
Republicans and Democrats split these three-man districts 2 to 1
throughout the state, and for decades the two parties' share of
seats in the Illinois lower house has reflected the statewide populari
vote split with surprising accuracy,
ADVOCATE: Are there any other possible solutions to the
problem of achieving fair representation for as many as possible?
I

DIXON: Yes I am particularly attracted to the idea of a
bipartisan commission with tie breaker, to entirely replace the
legislature in performing the reapportionment
function. The
prospect of effective judicial review of gerrymandering after the
fact is so chancy that our attention should be focussed on avoiding
gerrymandering opportunities.
The recent New York congressional districting case is a good
example of the problem, and how my preferred solution might
work. As you recall, in April 1969, the Court moved away from its
original substantial equality concept, and announced an absolute
population equality concept -- in a pair of congressional districting
cases from New York and Missouri. It did this even though the
most deviant district in the New York plan was only 6% from ideal,
even though the plan was the bipartisan product of a divided
legislature, even though all knew the 1960 census figures
themselves were hopelessly out of date, and even though the
Democrats had lost the state Assembly in an intervening election so
that the further revision would be by a legislature controlled by
one party.
New York now has another plan, which is suspect because it
was done by one party, and it is under attack again. Wouldn't it be
better to use a bipartisan commission with tie breaker, to combine
both political realism and population equality? Such a plan should
be entitled to a presumption of constitutionality.
Some state
constitutions have already been amended to provide for such a
process, the tie breaker being appointed by the state's highest
court.
Without such a system, we are going to be playing Russian
Roulette with political representation as we redo all legislative
districts .. congressional, state and local .. as soon as the 1970
census returns are in.
In away,
this' is a typical legacy from the Warren Court.
Motivated by the best of ideals, unchained to the past, it broke
new ground in numerous fields with the abandon of a western
settler exploiting virgin territory. But it was always better at
starting things than in thinking things through and working out
viable solutions.
.
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'Pride': Only an Affempt, Not a Solution
they'll . say that your fucking with something
somewhere, you're fucking with their money, you're
doing this, yo'u're doing this, you're doing that, you
shouldn't be doing that.
And so we don't worry about that either. The
future is bright.
0, But you see the main problem as racism?
A. Everybody knows that. Anybody who doesn't .
know that is ignorant.
Q. Do you see a solution?
A. No, I do not see a solution. As long as you are
going to have white people and black people you are
going to have racists. Intellectually, I know that the
problem is not race; the problem is class, economically.
That is intellectually where I am. I know that there are
a lot of poor white people in America that are being
.exploited like black people but it rears its head in adifferent way because if I am poor and I am white and
live in Appalachia and I make it to New York or I
make it to Washington, I find one of these job training
programs and get some skills, I can escape,
If you would see me two years from now you
wouldn't know that I was poor, unless I had some
cultural things that I still have, but with black people
you just can't escape that blackness. The problem is
really an economic problem in terms of those who got
and those who don't. For black people it rears its head
in terms of race and it is race right now and I don't see
any lessening. In fact I see a worsening of it- the Black
Panther oppression, the Rap Brown trial, Ralph
Featherstone assassination - those things are getting
worse.,
Q. You said earlier that you looked upon Pride as

something to make life a little bit easier for the Blacks.
What do you see as a solution?
A. I don't have one; I'm not that great; I don't have
that much insight to say what the solution is. If I did I
probably would not be sitting here; I would be out

~~~~~

.

You, then, see this as a short run solution?
A. No, it is not a short run in the sense of dying
tomorrow. I think that in other cities you can have
Prides, but even if you had them all over the country
unless you change the whole orientation of the
country, where our priorities weren't messed up and
you know yourself that the country is all messed up as
to where our priorities are. We spent 22 billion dollars
to get to the moon. That is greater percentage-wise
than we are spending on welfare. We are spending all
this money in Viet Nam.
Prides in and of themselves are not the solutions.
The problem in the country is how to get it moving.
The Nixon Administration is not doing a damned
thing, in my opinion, to solve the problem. They are
part of the problem. It will help some people to survive
but it won't really cut at the core of the problem
which is oppression, racism, and capital exploitation.
The only hope that I see is the young people. If we
can find a way to keep the college students and high
school students moving, keep the dudes in the street
moving; maybe if there are enough cracks in this
system it will just fall apart. I am not optimistic that it
will fall apart-they guard it too carefully. But at least it
might make it possible for us to create a new kind of
life that is not materialistic. I don't have too much
faith that I am going to see that. while I am living so I
Q.

think that it is fantasy for me to even dream about it.
Q. Your group is going into a more political activist
role. Do you see this as an important role for your
organization?
A. You've got to go into political action to survive.
You'll get crushed if you don't. You cannot forget
where we came from. We cannot say all of a sudden we
have these many businesses and these number of
people working so therefore we don't have to be
concerned with freeways, metro, pollution, police
repression and oppression. You are in a better position
to be political if you have some economic' strength. I
maintain that Adam Powell would not have been
unseated it he had five members of the President's Club
in his district; they are the ones who give $1,000 a
year. They call up the Man and say "Look, we don't
dig this; don't mess with him. That is economic
power.
II

Or if he had had some General Motors in his district
he wouldn't have gotten unseated. It takes economic
strength, I think, to give you more political power.
You have got to be political. The country is political.
Not an either or but a both kind of thing.
But Blacks have put too great an emphasis on the
political part of it, We don't produce nothing really.
Every time we start producing the Man jumps up and
duplicates it. Afro-wigs for example.
I think that it is going to take a lot of work
including revolutionary
action; the violent kind,
cultural things, economic and political. I am not a
revolutionary, but we need people who are. at that
point where they are.

~~~~~~~~~~Br~hil'-&omp.3~~~~~~~~~~

Federal AND District Constituencies,
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As for the propriety of the Congress assuming
bay continuously at the rights of law·abid.ing citizens .. directed at thern.iand restrictions imposedbv the D.C.
control over' the 'police .'forces ,in • thlF'Distrlct :of;jiand"at,constitlJtiQnal
author.itY.! hns ti 19vn,CN "r:ir.v<Cityr Council on .the use of their weapons, have
Columbia, under our constitution, Washington 'is the
Another factor. in this grim picture ,is.J1:I~"B.'ack;"". unquestiOflably" lowered., the, morale
tl)eSlf police
','Feder'al'City /,and the CClIlgressilsJfeS'ponsibllj1for iitsU
n ited
Fron.t, «: .a c, radicak·organization.
whose v. officers 'and also exposed them to greater personal
welfare. Many problems with which the Metropolitan
membership includes the former Vice Chairmanof.the,danger in the performance of their duties.
Police force is confronted .-are- almost"exclusively' a "·D.C." City Council', and whose goal appears to be a ,._In ~~.~emear;J.!ilTJ.~;jh~".rat.~
,pf ,i\~ciQfmce~pf,serious
Federal responsibility.
., ... __" , ,.,> '" ,,' ~;,..,;.;..,;.::0,;, :·.coliJple~~breakdown,QfJaw. and order in theDistrict of
crime in the nation's capital continues to increase at an
For example, the so-called Poor Peoples' March and
Columbia. This is the organization whose members
ever-rising rate. This is not a prettYl?i~~.~.~~.but the
Resurrection City which occurred here inthesummer
scr~amnt';p,gn~;JJrutaJit;y:;! ,whenever a .white.. police,
Congress must recognize it as the truth.
"''''~@68.."qoas''''9etually
"u- demonstration against the
officer dares to apprehend a Negro lawbreaker, and
In March of 1968, prior to the riots which occurred
Federal government, and not against the people of the
who unanimously declared on one occasion the slaying
the following month, the members of the D.C.
District of Columbia ...and yet every citizen of the
;;;;,of~:~hit~~I?P!~~~~'1:ffyln,? rt?im~ke sygh.an,prres~to
p,olicernen's Associati~~ were polle~ as to their
District was affected by this episode. Of course, there
"'be . Justifiable homicide.
Further, the movement
approval of or opposrtron to the bill H.R. 14430,
was a Fedefalresponsibility
in this instance to protect
toward neighborhood 'or citizen control of the police
which was then pending before the 90th Congress and
the citizens and to provide what police protection was
'precincts in the city, which will make a farce of the
which was jdentical to the present.bjl], H·B· 'f747. The
necessary ... and difficulty arose on that occasion as to
entire Police Department, is being promoted by this
result of this poll was approval .of ..the measure by
D.C. police jurisdiction. Under the administrative
. same group, and is being implemented to a degree bv, ,1,642 members, of the Association, and opposition on
consolidation proposed in this bill, there could be no
the city government.
. the part 'of only 334. This was an eloquent expression
such threat to the effectiveness of the police in such
In addition, orders to Metropolitan Police officers
indeed on the part of the men who will be most
circumstances.
that they must ignore obscene and abusive language
directly affected by the proposed reorganization.

,at
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There are also many other national functions which
occur here, for which police protection is needed and
which are Federal rather than local in character. This is
the Federal City, and it is the responsibility of the
Congress to protect the Federal interests therein, as
well as the safety of the millions of tourists from all
over the country who visit their Capital City each year.
At the present time, however, despite the excellent
caliber of the members of the several police forces in
the District of Columbia and their unquestioned
dedication to their duty and their vital responsibilities,
the Federal and local interests in this city are not being
adequately protected, and the streets of the city are
unsafe for citizens of the city and visitors alike, not
only at night but at all times of the day. There is no
question that a militant, vociferous minority group is
trying to run the Police Department in the District of
Columbia ... and
unhappily,
under the present
administration in the city, this element is achieving
considerable success in this effort. While no one wishes
to deny to any citizen the privilege of bringing a
legitimate complaint against his government or the
Police Department, it should be remembered that these
corTll'aintants are not the only persons involved in these
situations, nor the only ones who need protection
under: the law.
The plain, simple fact is that the present District of
Columbia government, as created by the President's
Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1967, has demonstrated
that it is utterly incapable of administering an effective
police force, and of maintaining law and order in the
nation's capital. The D.C. Commissioner and the
members of the D.C. City Council are obviously being
harassed and intimidated by the rising chorus of voices
from the minority group referred to above, voices that
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Rights Violation Charged
On March 26, the state of
Georgia, Lester Maddox and
others filed suit in the District
Court in Washington, D.C. to
reapportion
the
1972
Democratic
and Republican
National
Conventions
on a
one-man one-vote basis. The
,complaint points out that the
two. parties now apportion
delegates
to
the National
Conventions on the basis of how
the voters of a state voted in the
last presidential election rather
than on the basis of population.
The Democratic Party awards
10 additional delegate votes to
states which went Democratic.
The Republican Party gives at
least six additional votes to
Republican
States.
The suit
charges that Georgians, who gave
neither party a majority in 1968,
will be underrepresented at both
national conventions
in 1972
and that every state will be
underrepresented
in one or the

other national convention. In
effect the two national parties
fa c e charges of shari ng a
monopoly power in electing U.S.
Presidents ..
The -omplalnt recites that all
the states have regulations and
_ customs which bear directly or
indirectiy upon the selection of
delegates
to
national
conventions,
the election of
presidential electors, and the
election
of
"resident and
Vice-President of the United
States.
It charges that the states have
made' the national conventions
their agents for the selection of
persons to be voted upon and,
thus,
have
afforded
the
defendant national parties the
means of depriving plaintiffs and
the class they represent of the
constitutional rights.
Specifically,

the

violation

charged is infringement of rights
and privileges secured by Article
II, Section 1, of the Constitution
and Sections 1 and 2 of the
Fourteenth
Amendment.
Plaintiffs claim that they are
being denied the privileges of
citizens of the United States and
the equal protection of the laws
guaranteed
to them by the
Fourteenth Amendment. They
claim that there is no adequate
remedy at law and, thus, seek
declaratory and injunctive relief
in order to avoid delay and a
multiplicity of suits with further
injury and damage.
The State of Goergia asks for
declarations that the national
conventions are malapportioned
and violative\ of the citizens' civil
and constitutional
rights. An
injunction is requested in order
to restrain the nomination of
candidates for the offices of
President and Vice-President in a
mal apportioned convention.
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Wanted: No Labels
iji:i: market. The women students at the NLC have a 'real case and :i::jj

, :t~it's time

we let them present it.
I guess what I'm saying is I'm getting tired of the
it: professional complainers in the student body who are
constantly demanding something such as grade reform: Many
students spend so much time complaining about the grading
system that they never, take the time to prepare a persuasive
H:: and legitimate case for reform. I wonder whether it can be
done. It's time someone tried.,
t:: Moreover, a lot of the discussion around the law school has
mm been rather lopsided. Too often we lose sight of the fact that
ti~ this is one of the greatest law schools in the country. That's
not just corn, it's fact. While there may be a reasonable basis
LawLibrarian Hugh Bernard says: "Shelve it!" Is being c~nsiderate a necessary element for law'
mm for student complaints against several members of the facuity,
students to arrive at an understanding of "JUSTICE?"
by Daniel R. ~froymson
i:t most professors at this law school are as good as or better than
you will find at any other school in the country. Take a look
:1: at the annual Dean's Report to the Alumni sometime. It
~it includes a listing of accomplishments by each member of the
. fii faculty overthe past year. It's quite impressive. Our faculty is
mm probably as "activist" oriented as any other school.
brigade
commander.
ran a
On March 14, 1968, two days became
progressively
more i:t
ADVOCATE: What do you see as your primary function
contest to celebrate his unit's
before the My Lai massacre, Sgt. violent
and" brutal
toward
mm over the next year?
10,OOOth
enemy kill. The George Cox, one of the most - Vietnamese
civilians as time if:
Bantleon: To make sure issues at the LawCenter are, from
winning GI received a week's po pular
men
in Charlie'
wore on. As one GI told Hersh iI: the student's point ofview, handled fairly. What I think about
pass to stay in the colonel's
Company, was killed by a booby later, "It was like going from mm issues isn't so important. I'm only one in sixteen hundred
personal quarters." And it was trap. It was a heavy blow to the one step to another, worse one. iti students. Once the student view is defined on a given issue, I'd
not uncommon to fudge one's company. It put them in a mood First, you'd stop the people, :1: feel my role is to actively and agressively advocate that
total kills with a few civilians.,
for revenge.
question them, and let them go. mm viewpoint.
, Part of this attitude, Hersh
The next day, after funeral Second, you'd stop the people, mm
That all sounds sort of traditional, but I don't think there's
says, can be explained by the services for Sgt. Cox, Capt. beat up, an old man, and let :it any better, way to put it. Also, let me add that I don't think
elusiveness of the Viet Congo As Medina gave the men a pep talk. them go. Third, you'd stop the mm the President of the SBA should be a victim of labels:
many as one third of the It is not clear whether or not he people, beat up an old man, and mm "Radical," "Obstructionist,"
"Activist" and so on. Don't label
American casualties in Quang specifically ordered them to kill then shoot him. Fourth, you go ?@ me. I'm reminded of the famous interview between Roger
Ngai were the result of enemy all the inhabitants of My Lai in and wipe out a village."
Mudd and Robert Kennedy shortly before Robert's death.
mines and booby traps, and this village, but he came close to it.
. The real reason behind My :;1 Mudd asked Kennedy why some people labeled him ruthless.
caused great frustration among At any rate, it was enough to let Lai was the nature of the Viet ~~t
Kennedy said nothing for about thirty seconds. He looked
the troops. As Hersh says, "The the men know that no questions
Nam war itself. From the start it t:: bewildered. Finally he said, "I don't know." Another long
Viet Cong were always hard to would be asked.
- has been a brutal war. American
silence. Then he said, "I just don't know." I think he said "I
find ... but the people were not."
On March 16, 1968, Charlie
strategy has been to find and kill f:~ don't know" about seven times before Mudd asked another
Charlie Company fit easily Company moved out for My Lai. as many Viet Cong as possible,
question. And that's all he said. Just, "I don't know." So I
into this pattern. It saw little Before the morning was over it and Viet'Cong strategy has-been
think labels mean very llttleand more often than not, they are
real action from the time it - had, led by Capt. Medina and Lt. to lay mines and traps, and
misapplied.
reached Quang Ngai until the CalleY,massacred between 450 ambush the Americans;"
My primary function Is-to be fair. That's the only way the
massacre. Hersh feels that this and 500 Vietnamese peasants.
The result has been a very \\t SBA can earn the respect of the faculty and the students. Let's
was one of the patterns of
The massacre was reported in - frustrating
. Hole '--fo(" the' . iti starHhe· new-SBA.with .a.presumption: tl:latJt!~ S!1:!~~~tsand
violence and brutality which the press as an American(JictorY:"'A'in~Hca·r'T"'tr6dpS;"e~peciaIlY"in··<::~ the faculty will both act in good faithwhen it's time to deal
followed.
Hersh feels that the real story areas such as Quang Ngai, where
with a Law Center issue.'
In its search for action Was covered 'up. Warrant Officer
the' ,',c iv j Ilan- 'P opulationis
. i;~t:::::::::::::::~::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::::::~::::::::~::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::ii
Charlie Company "began to Hugh Thompson, a helicopter
sympathetic to the Viet Cong
make a little of its own."
pilot who swooped down to and at times gives them aid and
Initially there had been very snatch several civilians from the "comfort; American casualties are
little ill treatment of suspects, sights of Lt. Calley while his caused in large measure by mines
but after a few weeks the copilot held Calley at gunpoint,
and traps, and the VC stay out
company was regularly beating reported the massacre to brigade of sight. Given the high level
its prisoners, and it was not headquarters.
Col. Henderson,
emphasis on killing
as the
overly concerned in determining
who commanded the brigade;
prime objective (said Brig. Gen.
whether they were Viet Cong or made a' cursory investigation
George S. Patton III to his men:
not.
which was concluded
when
"1- do like to see the arms and
There were a number of Medina
denied
Thompson's
legs fly."), and the frustration
casualties caused by mines and allegations.
which follows from the enemy
booby traps, and the members
The incident at My Lai was tactics, the causes of My Lai and
of Charlie Company felt that the widely known among American
other such incidents are not hard
civilian population had a large troops in Quang Ngai, but news to pin down. They are not the
part in setting these up. The of it apparently didn't reach
result of individual abberations.
result was even more hostility
higher than brigade or division
They are the result of the United
and contempt for the civilian headquarters in Quang Ngai until
States
involvement
in this
population.
Ronald Ridenbour,
an ex-GI particular kind of war against
The incidents with civilians who heard of the incident from
this particular kind of enemy.
continued. By now the men a friend, began writing letters to,
Hersh never confronted the
were
regularly
kicking the Washington about. it. These
question
of how widespread
Vietnamese children who tagged letters sparked an investigation
Federal Bar Building West
along after them begging for which led to the indictment of these kinds of incidents are in
Viet Nam. This was not the
1819 H Street, N.W.
chewing gum. About a month
Calley, Medina and others.
before the My Lai massacre one
The press, however, was purpose of his account. ,But he
Phone 659·1722
- GI offered an aged peasant a agonizingly slow in picking up does leave the impression that
cigarette,
and then
brutally
the
original
indictment
of these kinds of things happen
OFFERING OF COURSES FOR THE
clubbed him with his rifle butt, 'Calley. Pentagon .officials were quite often, if on a smaller scale,
in
Quang
Ngai
province.
breaking his jaw and ribs. prepared
for an immediate
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Moments later the same GI
knocked another old peasant
into a well. As the peasant clung
to the side of the well Lt.
William Calley, a platoon leader,
shot him to death.
Several weeks later incidents
of the rape and murder of
Vietnamese women began to
occur. Once a suspected Viet
Cong was shot and wounded
while running. It was a woman.
Several Gis kicked her brutally
for several minutes and then
shot her to death.

controversy when they made the
charges public in a news release
on September 5, 1969. It was
not until almost three months
later that Hersh himself heard a
rumor about the case and went
to Ft. Benning Georgia to
interview Calley. After that
interview Hersh wrote the story
that broke the news.
Hersh's account of the My
Lai massacre makes one point
clear:
no
one
incident
(specifically the death of Sgt.
Cox) led to the actions of
Charlie
Company.
The GIs

D.C., VA., AND MD. BARS

"My Lai 4" confronts the
reader. with the tragic effects of
a brutal and meaningless war
upon the men who fight it. As
one
member
of Charlie
Company said: "You'd see a
guy's leg blown off, or a rifle
wound through his head •. it •
stopped meaning anything more.
It was nothing. You'd just say,
'Glad it wasn't me.' They told
me this would happen to me
when I got to Nam .• this
attitude.
I didn't believe it,
but ... "
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D.C. CourSes- June 4 and June 13 to June 20
Va. Course - June 4
(Audio play-back of Standard Course)
Md. Course· June 4 -July 3
Contact Brian Harris,
G.W.U. REP. 659-1722
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Law Review Will Be Mailed
Beginning with the May issue,
the G.W. Law Review will be
.mailed directly
to currently
n .stered law students.
The May issue will be mailed,
to students' local addresses. The
July issue will be mailed to the
address filled in on the summer

law day:
Georgetown
Law School, John Carroll Auditorium,
Discussion: "Is the Legal System today a viable instrument
change in our society?"

Seniors
and
other
law
students who did not pre-register
must fill out mailing labels in the
Law Review office in Bacon Hall
to receive the July issue.

Budget Bunglings?
FCC Commissioner;

CON
Florence Kennedy, National Chairman of the Lawyer's Guild; Fred Cox, acting
Chairman of the Black Panther Party; Tom Hayden, Chicago 7 defendant.

for Law Day at GW.

during

Friday, May 1. Panel
for the necessary social

PRO
Justice William O. Douglas (tentative); Nicholas Johnson,
James Turner, author of "The Chemical Feast."

There Is no program

aJdress
card
prE· ..gi:.tration .

Item No.1: Bob Zweben and Bill Curle, past complainers
of the misallocation of students' money, are presently on a
junket of their own. They were given approximately $122.00
·of SBA money to go to Chicago for a LSCRRC convention.
Being there, they were unavailable for comment.
Item No.2: The Student Patent Law Society has received
an SBA allocation of about $525.00 to stage three banquets. A
small portion of that amount is said to represent speakers'
fees.
The foregoing has been confirmed by SBA Treasurer Bill
Brownfield.

